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Introduction

Twenty years after the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) began
regulating toxic pollution, the landscape remains polluted, water is increasingly
undrinkable, air continues to be asphyxiating, the work place poses an ever more
formidable health hazard, and people are dying of environmental diseases. Though
EPA regulates a mere one percent of the 70,000 chemicals currently used by industry,
its approach has failed to prevent even these toxics from spilling into the earth's
social and ecological systems, posing health threats to workers, citizens, and nature.
This leaves us with a known exposure level that is alarming in size, and an even
larger toxics problem that we barely comprehend.
This paper examines why and how current regulatory and corporate actions fail
to prevent exposures to toxic pollution, and why a new approach is urgently needed to
address this ongoing problem. Montana is used as a case study because it exemplifies
the failures of industrial pollution control and government regulations, and shows the
need for alternative strategies to curb toxic pollution.
My focus throughout this report is on policy and legislation, starting with how
they fail to eliminate the threat of toxic pollution, and moving to how they need to be
restructured to better address this ongoing problem. I chose this focus because I
believe policy and aggressive legislation are the most effective tools and the
1
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appropriate manner to deal with our toxic pollution problem on the local level. As
Philip Landrigan, professor of medicine at Mount Sinai School of Medicine, writes:
"The problem of environmental diseases is a direct result of human activities, and this
problem can be prevented in the future by modifying that activity through regulations
and legislation" (Landrigan 1992). Pushing for legislative change can be pursued on
the local level (e.g., in a state) by imposing more stringent guidelines on industry’s
polluting practices. This report will propose one way of altering industry’s polluting
activities: implementing state legislation that requires companies to reduce their use of
toxic substances. The campaign to push for alternative pollution prevention strategies
needs to start locally, where small successes can build on each other and lead toward
a national campaign.
The first chapter of this report outlines how federal agencies manage industry’s
toxic pollution. Historically, the focus has been on preventing industry’s pollution by
regulating the release of certain toxic chemicals. This approach has resulted in
industry dumping allowable levels of chemicals known to cause environmental
diseases, thereby exposing citizens, workers, and the environment. Instead of
regulating industry’s use of toxic materials, EPA uses end-of-pipe regulatory
strategies to prevent toxic pollution. These strategies are designed to deal with toxic
pollution only after it has been generated, rather than preventing its generation in the
first place. As a result, EPA invites industry to continually expose the population to
toxic substances and toxic products.
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Chapter Two evaluates the 1990 Clean Air Act Amendments and the Pollution
Prevention Act of 1990 according to the principles of toxics use reduction. This
chapter describes some differences between preventing pollution through end-of-pipe
activities (e.g., pollution control or release reduction) versus preventing pollution
through front-end changes (e.g., toxics use reduction). This discussion is important
because the concept of pollution prevention (and the difference between these two
strategies) is poorly understood, particularly by regulators and industry. The
outcomes of these two strategies, however, are radically different.
Chapter Three describes the principles of toxics use reduction, outlining how
and why this is the most effective tool for preventing toxic pollution, regardless of the
affected waste stream—the work area, air shed, river, or land. Following this
discussion, in Chapter Four, the components for integrating toxics use reduction on
the state level are described. This discussion provides examples of how some states
have instituted toxics use reduction principles in their programs.
Next the report outlines why toxics use reduction principles need to be
incorporated in Montana, how this can be done legislatively, and the essential role of
citizens in pushing this idea toward implementation. Chapter Five provides a
description of how industry’s pollution control activities and government regulations
permit industry to dump large volumes of dangerous toxics into Montana’s
environment. It illustrates the extent to which preventing pollution through end-ofpipe strategies has failed universally, and that rural states, as well as heavily
industrialized ones, are plagued with toxic pollution. This discussion will serve to
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reinforce the need to deal with toxic pollution on the local level by focusing on the
source of the problem: industry’s use of toxic materials.
Chapter Six is a brief overview of Montana’s activities that propose alternative
pollution prevention strategies for small businesses. While these efforts are slowly
introducing some companies and some regulatory agencies to front-end pollution
prevention methods, they need to become integral in the state’s regulatory program so
that the toxics use problem is addressed statewide. In Chapter Seven I shift to talking
about what will be required to move the concept of toxics use reduction toward
implementation in Montana. Specifically, I suggest strategies for local citizen groups
to build awareness in Montana regarding the state’s toxic pollution problem and then
translate this awareness into a statewide campaign for toxics use reduction. Finally,
in Chapter Eight I outline recommendations for incorporating toxics use reduction
strategies into Montana’s regulatory framework. While Montana is used as an
example, these recommendations can be exploited by states other than Montana that
want to push for toxics use reduction alternatives on the local level.
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clean and safe. "Because of widespread use of chemicals in our everyday
environment...exposures in rural areas are as large as those in urban areas" (Travis,
et al. 1991). In other words, toxic pollution is a problem that knows no geographic
boundaries; it is, in every real sense, everybody’s problem.
Studies conducted on the toxic contents of humans and animals show alarming
results. In the Great Lakes in Michigan, 15% of the fish tested during the 1970’s
contained mercury in excess of the Michigan state health advisory level of 0.5 ppm
(parts per million) (Delfino 1979). Twenty-three percent of humans tested in the
United States have a measurable body burden of PCB’s (polychlorinated biphenyls), a
highly toxic chemical that causes birth defects (Murphy, et al. 1983). Humans are
primarily exposed to PCBs via low-level food contamination (Travis, et al. 1991). In
Tucson, Arizona, a study of 707 children bom with heart defects showed that 35% of
them were born to parents living in an area where the water supply was contaminated
with industrial solvents, specifically trichloroethylene and dichloroethylene (Goldberg,
et al. 1990), which are widely used degreasing agents. Examples go on and on.
Work related exposures to toxics cause damage to both workers and their
families. Studies conducted in New York estimated that 50,000 to 70,000 workers
die in the United States each year of chronic occupational diseases resulting from past
exposures to toxic materials (Landrigan 1992). A study of paternal occupations
among 149 patients with Wilm’s tumor (a childhood cancer of the kidney) showed
that a significantly greater number of the fathers were exposed to lead on the job,
compared to fathers of a control group of children without the disease (ERF 1993).
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In Finland, a nationwide study of 99,186 pregnancies showed an increased likelihood
of spontaneous abortions if the father was occupationally exposed to solvents used in
the manufacture of rubber products, solvents used in oil refineries, or ethylene oxide
(Lindbohm, et al. 1991). A recent review of several studies of paternal occupational
exposures and childhood cancer in the workers’ offspring consistently showed that
hydrocarbon-related occupations (e.g., in the petroleum and chemical industries) are
associated with childhood brain cancer. Exposed fathers have also been linked to
leukemia in offspring (Savitz, et al. 1990).

Is any level of toxic pollution SAFE?
The threats that toxic pollution pose are not just immediate effects resulting
from concentrated exposures. They also include, perhaps more importantly, long
term damage: cancers, mutations and birth defects. Yet EPA generally ignores these
factors when assessing risks associated with toxic exposure.
The Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) abides by an "allowable"
threshold philosophy when setting emissions standards for toxic chemicals. In
accordance with this philosophy, EPA determines how dilute a particular chemical
should be for it to not pose unreasonable risks to the neighboring population (ERF
1991(b)). Industry can obtain an air emissions permit to release as much of that
chemical as will keep it below concentration limits. Under this approach,
communities are still exposed to levels of toxics that cause respiratory ailments,
cancer, neurological damage, and other diseases. This method of writing regulations,
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one critic writes, "guarantees that we will continue to have so-called ‘unexpected’
environmental disasters, will continue in perpetuity to have unclean waste sites, and
will continue to have ‘a little bit of cancer here, a little bit of nerve damage there’ in
the air we breathe, the water we drink and in the food we and our children eat"
(Gregory 1993).
In addition to allowing continued exposure, EPA ’s risk assessment approach
has failed to protect public health by requiring that toxics are scientifically proven to
be dangerous before any restrictions are placed on them. Levels that were at one
time considered "safe" to the population later prove to be a health hazard.
Determinations are made after communities have been exposed to toxic substances,
and after the effects are observed. The history o f setting a lead air emissions standard
illustrates this failure.
For more than 20 years, EPA tried to determine how much lead was safe for
industry to dump into the environment. From the start, EPA set high release levels,
placing the burden of proof on medical evidence. In 1960, the medical community
declared that 60 mcg/dL (micrograms per deci liter of blood) was safe (AAP 1993).
Fifteen years later, the medical community revisited the lead standard and announced
that 30 mcg/dL was safe (AAP 1993). This proved to be in error ten years later
when they revised the standard to 25 mcg/dL (AAP 1993). In 1991, the standard was
revised to 10 mcg/dL (AAP 1993). Today, the U.S. National Research Council
"believes that even this ‘safe’ level may not be safe" (NRC 1993). In fact, as early
as 1988 the Agency for Toxic Substances and Disease Registry published studies
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showing children developing impaired cognitive ability and hearing disorders at blood
lead levels below the 1991 10 mcg/dL standard (ATSDR 1988).
Recent medical research has increased our knowledge of lead’s dangers.
As the Occupational Safety and Health Administration (OSHA) notes in its final rules
on a work place lead standard, lead can cause decreased libido, impotence and
sterility in men, and abnormal menstrual cycles in women. Women who are exposed
to lead or whose husbands are exposed are at higher risk of having miscarriages and
stillbirths than unexposed women. Children bom of parents exposed to lead are more
likely to have birth defects, mental retardation, and behavioral disorders (Federal
Register 1978). Children are likely to have higher lead levels than adults because
their metabolism is higher than adults. They absorb food more readily than adults
and have a higher breathing rate. In 1984, the U.S. Department of Health and
Human Services published findings that showed 88% of American children had blood
lead levels of 10 mcg/dL or higher (DHHS 1984). Seven years later, in 1991 the
Center for Disease Control estimated that 3-4 million American schoolchildren have
blood lead levels above the federal standard (CDC 1991).
The real tragedy behind the lead issue is that for more than 30 years federal
agencies did not adhere to a principle of disease prevention. Instead of considering
the available medical evidence and concluding that there was no such thing as a safe
level of exposure to chemicals that cause reproductive mutations or neurological
damage, EPA adhered to its risk assessment philosophy, creating what Peter
Montague of Environmental Research Foundation describes as an "approach to public
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health [that] requires substantial numbers of humans to be damaged before health
authorities can act" (ERF 1991(d)). This is clearly not the ideal behind environmental
protection.
Not only does EPA’s approach for setting standards fail to result in emissions
standards that prevent disease, it also allows industry to emit thousands of toxics
simply because their acceptable threshold has not been determined. Of the more than
60,000 chemicals currently used by industry, EPA has set allowable emissions levels
for fewer than 100 chemicals (ERF 1991(b)).
In an extreme example, one common toxic air contaminant for which EPA
waited twenty years to regulate is benzene, even though scientific data regarding its
toxicity have been available for over fifty years. In 1942, German scientists found
benzene to cause leukemia (Castleman, et al. 1988). By 1971, the German MAK
commission, authorized to set maximum workplace concentrations, listed benzene as a
human carcinogen "for which zero concentration values are given because the
objectionable concentration is not yet known" (Castleman, et al. 1988). It was not
until 1989 that EPA proposed rules to regulate benzene air emissions from industrial
sources, almost 60 years after health data were available (Federal Register 1989).
EPA ’s approach to regulating air toxics is based on the dangerous assumption that a
pollutant is safe until proven otherwise.
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Controlling toxic releases and not use
Even where regulations have been written, preventing exposure to toxic
pollution has been a losing battle. EPA ’s emissions standards for toxic chemicals
have historically focused on regulating the release and not the use of those chemicals.
How much toxic ash is flying out of the smokestack? What is the concentration of
toxics running out of the wastewater pipe? As a result, industry has never been
required to reduce the overall amount of toxic pollution it generates. Often, while
one waste stream receives less pollution, another waste stream may receive more, and
the pollution still ends up somewhere in the environment.
Events at the Alaska Pulp Company in Sitka, Alaska are representative of the
problems with EPA’s end-of-pipe and media-specific (air, land, water) approach for
regulating industry releases. In the summer of 1990, the Alaska Pulp Company
installed $5,5 million worth o f air pollution control equipment in an effort to reduce
ash emissions from one of its boilers (Bernton 1990). The ash contained dioxin, the
most toxic chlorinated compound, which, according to EPA, was produced when salt
in the ocean water-soaked tree bark was heated in the boiler (Bernton 1990). Instead
of releasing the toxic ash into the surrounding airshed, the new device filtered it out
of the stack and collected it in the pulp mill. At first, the company dumped the ash
into the Sitka landfill, but the boilers produced a dump-truck full of fly-ash every few
days (Bernton 1990), or about 450 cubic yards each month (Simpson 1990), and the
city soon turned them away. Alaska Pulp then began using the ash as a cost-effective
alternative to caustic soda in its waste water neutralization process (Simpson 1990).
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Unfortunately, this caused the dioxin-laden ash to be flushed through the company’s
raw sewage line directly into the ocean at Sitka Sound.

Conclusion
After twenty years of environmental regulations, 1,400 trillion pounds of toxic
waste are produced every year, and over 440,000 chemically contaminated sites are
scattered through the U.S. (Schafer 1993). The cancer rate in the U.S. linked to
chemical exposures has increased since EPA came into existence in 1970. In 1960, a
woman’s chance of developing breast cancer during her lifetime was one in 20.
Today her chances are one in nine (ERF 1994(a)). And while EPA spends on
average $100 billion each year on environmental protection (Travis, et al. 1991), and
industry spends about $115 billion every year to comply with EPA’s pollution control
and clean up programs (Underwood 1993), the incidence rates and death rates for six
types of cancer are rising: lung, skin, prostate, kidney, female breast, and nonHodgkin’s leukemia (Davis, et al. 1994).
While EPA claims its programs are designed to protect public health and the
environment, they are fundamentally flawed because they do not prevent exposure to
toxic pollution. As Michael Gregory of the Arizona Toxics Coalition noted: "If we
want to prevent disease rather than just identify it and study it and treat it, we have to
prevent exposure and that means preventing pollution at the front of the pipe"
(Gregory 1993).
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II. Preventing Pollution:
Reducing Releases Versus Reducing Use

Traditionally, the focus of EPA’s air, water and hazardous waste programs has
been on preventing toxic pollution by regulating industry’s releases of toxic
substances, but this approach does not eliminate the potential for exposure to harmful
toxics. This is due in large part to the fact that EPA only focuses on what occurs at
the end of the production process when waste is already generated, as opposed to
evaluating the production process itself. In this chapter, some of EPA’s current
regulations and policies are described and evaluated according to principles of toxics
use reduction. This discussion is not just relevant for understanding what is occurring
in the national regulatory arena. It is also instructive for understanding activities that
may be pursued in states such as Montana, where the state agency defers to federal
law for regulating toxic air pollution (Jeffrey 1992).

The 1990 Clean Air Act: Regulating industry’s toxic releases
Toxics use reduction contrasts with the principles outlined under the federal
1990 Clean Air Act Amendments (CAAA), which emphasize release reduction
strategies for managing toxic pollution. Some of the air toxics projects proposed

13
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under the CAAA are described below. This discussion will focus on two programs
under the CAAA, and evaluate them in terms of their effectiveness in preventing toxic
exposure.
One of the components of the CAAA is a new rule for regulating the chemical
industry. The HON rule (Hazardous Organic National Emissions Standards for
Hazardous Air Pollution) targets the Synthetic Organic Chemical Manufacturing
Industry, and will regulate the industry’s emissions of 149 organic chemicals.
(Federal Register 1992). The HON rule is intended to reduce organic hazardous air
releases. However, exemptions and other loopholes considerably weaken the ability
of the HON rule to reduce the amount of waste generated by the chemical industry,
thereby continually exposing the population to harmful toxics.
The language in the HON rule reflects a dangerous trend for controlling toxic
air pollution in the U.S. For one, the rule will allow companies to calculate year
long averaging periods for measuring compliance with air permits. These calculations
will allow companies to have high-peak releases, posing a greater health hazard than
what is presumed "safe" or allowable when emissions standards are set. In addition,
the number of toxic chemicals exempt from the HON rule will still allow the chemical
industry to emit 280 million pounds of toxic pollutants after the rule goes into effect
(Mardock 1993). The HON rule also proposes an emissions averaging scheme, which
will allow companies to increase their emissions of some toxic pollutants as long as
they reduce their overall emissions. This averaging scheme, or inter-pollutant
trading, does not take into consideration the different hazards associated with each
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Chemical. It will, in effect, allow a company to reduce its emissions of a less
hazardous chemical while increasing emissions of a highly toxic one. Inter-pollutant
trading will set a dangerous precedent for future toxic pollution programs.
The media specific approach of the HON rule (i.e., only focusing on toxic air
releases and not water or land releases) will also allow industry to generate toxic
waste at the same rate. While the HON rule may prevent industry from dumping as
much waste into the air, nothing will prevent companies from dumping the waste
somewhere else and contaminate other parts of the environment. Given the loopholes
in the law, it is questionable whether the HON rule will actually reduce the amount of
toxic waste generated by the chemical industry.
An additional project proposed under Section 112 o f the CAAA is expanding
the number of toxic chemicals that EPA will regulate under its hazardous air
pollutants program.* Prior to 1990, EPA regulated the releases of only four toxic
substances: arsenic, asbestos, vinyl chloride, and mercury (42 U .S.C . Sec.7412).
Now, with the 1990 amendments, EPA will write emissions standards for 185
additional toxic chemicals.
The premise behind Section 112 is that industry will meet the allowable toxic
release standards through installing state-of-the-art control equipment called Maximum
Achievable Control Technology or MACT. The MACT standards allow industry to

*Hazardous air pollutants are defined as "air pollution which may reasonably be
anticipated to result in an increase in mortality or an increase in serious irreversible,
or incapacitating reversible, illness" (42 U .S.C . Sec.7412(d)(1)).
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apply various methods for achieving compliance, including process changes,
substitution of raw materials, or stack controls (42 U .S.C . Sec.7412(d)(2)).
For instance, the proposed standard for halogenated solvent cleaners (which
will target all solvent users, including small businesses that have not been regulated
before under federal and state regulations) gives solvent users various options for
achieving compliance. One of the options is referred to as "equipment modification."
This can include in-plant recycling, covering solvent tanks to reduce fugitive
emissions, and other closed-loop practices. Since these practices can reduce a
company’s use of toxic starting materials, EPA considers the MACT standards as an
opportunity for industry to pursue front-end pollution prevention activities (Woodman
1994). As EPA notes: "MACT standards...[which] are based on the reduction
achieved in practice...can be based on prevention measures which eliminate or greatly
reduce emissions through process changes, substitution of materials, design standards,
work practice standards" (U.S. EPA undated).
However, the manner in which the MACT standards are written prevent them
from providing the public optimum environmental protection against toxic pollution.
The first problem with the MACT standards is EPA ’s use of a cost-benefit analysis to
weigh the costs associated with meeting release reductions against the level o f harm
the pollutant poses to human health. Prior to Section 112, the Act did not authorize
EPA to consider cost or technological feasibility when drafting emissions standards
(Laitos, et al. 1992). Now, the EPA Administrator can take into consideration the
cost of achieving the maximum degree of reduction in emissions of hazardous air
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pollution when determining what is achievable for industry (42 U .S.C . Sec.7412
(d)(2)). This approach allows industry to avoid strict emissions standards if it can
prove that achieving the proposed standards will be too costly. Meanwhile, the shortand long-term environmental and health costs associated with industry’s continued use
and subsequent release of toxic materials are not factored into the equation.
The second problem with EPA ’s MACT standards is that the agency does not
require companies to implement technology that will result in "maximum achievable"
solvent release reductions. In the proposed halogenated solvent standard, for
instance, solvent users do not have to employ available toxics use reduction
approaches. Although EPA has data to show that many sources have switched to less
toxic processes, it has not included this switch-over as one of three suggested methods
for meeting MACT standards.^ EPA ’s reasoning for omitting this less toxic option is
that the environmental trade-offs (e.g., cross-media pollution transfer from air to
water) have not yet been fully evaluated (Woodman 1994). Instead of investigating
the environmental benefits and costs associated with switching to water-based cleaners
prior to writing the MACT standard, EPA chose not to include this as a viable
method (Woodman 1994). The decision not to list this as the preferred option
exemplifies EPA ’s unwillingness to aggressively mandate industry to reduce its
pollution through available toxics use reduction alternatives.

^In the proposed solvent MACT rule, EPA gives sources a choice of three
methods to achieve compliance: 1. equipment modification plus work practices,
record-keeping and monitoring; 2. idling emission limit based on size and type of
equipment plus work practices, record-keeping and monitoring; 3. overall emission
limit plus record-keeping (Woodman 1994).
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Pollution Prevention Act: Preventing toxic releases?
Recognizing the limitations inherent in EPA’s approach to regulating pollution,
Congress passed the Pollution Prevention Act in 1990. The main provision of the
Pollution Prevention Act is that EPA reorganizes some of its current pollution
prevention efforts, and develop alternative waste reduction strategies.
As part of the Pollution Prevention Act (PPA), Congress required EPA to
develop new strategies for preventing industry pollution, ones that did not focus solely
on end-of-pipe controls (Pub. Law 99-499). EPA identified three limitations of its
current regulatory program that could be addressed under this new mandate (Federal
Register 1991):
1.

Cross-media transfers.
Air pollution control devices or industrial wastewater treatment plants
may prevent wastes from going into the air or water, but the toxic ash
and sludge that this technology produces can result in new hazardous
waste problems.

2.

Pollution from dispersed sources, or non-point sources.
A fraction of chlorinated organic toxics released to the environment
comes from large industry, while the rest comes from unregulated
sources such as dry cleaners, paint stripping, and degreasing
operations. For small sources of toxic pollution "it is often not practical
or economical to control their pollution by mandating treatment
technologies. Alternative prevention policies may be more effective in
encouraging development and use of safer substitutes, such as waterbased solvents."

3.

Search for cost-effective alternatives.
Industry and public agencies spend about $120 billion annually to treat
or contain wastes once they are generated. Hazardous waste treatment
and disposal costs have risen as much as 300 percent over the past
decade due to stricter hazardous waste disposal regulations.
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In complying with the PPA, EPA drafted a national strategy for how it intends
to prevent toxic pollution. In it, EPA defines the term "pollution prevention" to
include (Federal Register 1991):
1.

Changing inputs/reducing reliance on toxic or hazardous raw materials.
A manufacturer may substitute non-toxic and/or less toxic materials for
toxic raw materials in making a product.

2.

Process changes/increasing efficiencv/improved maintenance practices.
The production process may be altered to reduce the volume of
materials released to the environment as toxic or hazardous waste.
Process changes may include equipment modifications or less expensive
housekeeping measures, as well as in-process, closed loop recycling
that returns waste materials directly to production as raw materials.

Now, as opposed to merely preventing pollution through regulating industry’s
releases, in its national strategy document EPA recognized the benefits of instituting
front-end prevention measures, such as substituting water-based cleaning materials
with solvents. Unfortunately, one component of EPA ’s pollution prevention strategy
is the agency’s "pollution reduction hierarchy." Although source reduction is the
preferred approach, EPA allows other "prevention options" (U.S.EPA 1991):
1.

Source reduction.

2.

Recycling any waste that cannot be reduced at the source.

3.

Treatment designed to reduce both the hazard and volume of waste
streams.

4.

Disposal, in such a manner as to minimize the potential release of toxic
chemicals into the environment.

This hierarchy gives industry the option to practice waste reduction by reducing the
volume of waste streams (i.e., reducing releases) and not the volume of waste
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generated. These activities (numbers 3 and 4 in the hierarchy o f options) are
considered "pollution prevention" (as a new concept) despite the fact that they are
identical to industry’s traditional end-of-pipe projects: dealing with waste after it is
generated.
One of the major components of EPA ’s new pollution prevention strategy is its
industrial toxics pollution prevention project, which promotes curbing toxic releases.
The project is called the 33/50 program and is "part of EPA ’s push to encourage
pollution prevention as the best means of reducing risk to human health and the
environment" (U.S. EPA 1992(a)). The program’s goal is to have industry
voluntarily reduce the releases and off-site transfers of 17 industrial toxic wastes by
50% by 1995, with an interim goal of 33% by 1992, using the 1988 Toxic Release
Inventory (TRI) as a baseline for the 33/50 program. The chemicals included in the
33/50 program were identified using the following criteria: their toxicity; widespread
use by industry; proposed rulemaking, as mandated under Section 112 of the Clean
Air Act; and the limitations of treatment technology and disposal capacity for these
chemicals (U.S. EPA 1992(a)).
EPA ’s regional offices manage and implement the 33/50 program by
coordinating with state specific pollution prevention initiatives. In EPA ’s Regions V
and VII (which include Nebraska, Kansas, Iowa, Missouri, and Illinois), regional
offices and state agencies proposed a voluntary, community-wide reduction goal for
all chemicals listed under TRI. Through these efforts, 26 companies and the
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McConnell Air Force Base announced plans to reduce TRI wastes by more than 90%
by 1995, a reported reduction of 142 million pounds (U.S. EPA 1992(a)).
While EPA projected that the 33/50 program "will instill a new management
ethic that will achieve even greater environmental benefits, expanding their reduction
efforts beyond the chemicals, targets, and time frames established for the 33/50
program" (U.S. EPA 1992(a)), the full benefits are limited since only a small
percentage of U.S. companies participate in the program. As of August 1993, 1,172
companies participate in this voluntary program. While this is an increase from the
734 companies participating in 1992 (U.S. EPA 1992(a)), it still only includes 15% of
all facilities that release one or more of the 17 listed chemicals (U.S.EPA 1993(b)).
In EPA region VIII, which includes Montana, Colorado, North and South Dakota,
Utah and Wyoming, only nine percent of all companies that release one of the 17
listed chemicals participate in the 33/50 program (8 out of 86) (U.S. EPA 1992(a)).
None of 17 such companies in Montana currently participate in EPA ’s program (U.S.
EPA 1993(c)).
The environmental benefits of the 33/50 program are further limited in that it
has not prevented toxic pollution. The program has not triggered industry to reduce
the use of these 17 chemicals or of the other 310 chemicals listed under TRI, despite
EPA ’s projections. As a result, industry still generates toxic waste and exposes
workers and consumers to toxic materials. While EPA projects that toxic releases of
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the 17 chemicals will decrease 31% (from 1990-1993^), total waste produced will
increase 4% (U.S. EPA 1993(b)). Lead and lead compound waste, for instance, is
projected to increase 16% by 1993 (from 1990 levels) (U.S. EPA 1993(b)). As for
the national trend in production related waste generated by industry from 1990-1993
for all 327 TRI chemicals, EPA projects an increase of 10% (U.S. EPA 1993(b)).
Despite still promoting end-of-pipe activities in its new pollution prevention
strategy, the PPA has highlighted the need for EPA to institute new prevention
principles into its existing program. Two new initiatives proposed by EPA after
Congress passed the PPA include; expanding its toxic release reporting program to
include information on industry’s pollution prevention activities; and, integrating
EPA’s rule making process to regulate toxic releases entering more than one
environmental media.
The PPA amended industry’s reporting requirements to the TRI. The TRI is a
federal reporting program mandated under the Emergency Planning and Community
Right to Know Act of 1986 that requires certain manufacturing facilities to report the
releases of approximately 327 different toxic chemicals" (Pub. Law 99-499).
Beginning with the 1991 reporting year, industry had to provide new information on

^ h e reason why these release data are projected is that the TRI data is released
16 months after the reporting year (i.e., 1993 release data will be publicly available
May 1995).
"On January 6, 1994, EPA proposed expanding the TRI by 313 toxic chemicals.
Approximately 170 of the new chemicals are active ingredients in the formulation of
pesticides. Late in 1994, EPA will broaden the list of facilities that must report
releases to TRI, including non-manufacturing industries like mining (U.S. EPA
1994(a)).
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the types of pollution prevention methods being used in the plant. "This new
information gives, for the first time, a comprehensive look at the quantities of TRI
chemicals in wastes, an indication of how those quantities are managed, and an
indication of what efforts are being made to reduce or eliminate those quantities"
(U.S.EPA 1993(b)). More important, the new reporting requirement provides the
public insight into whether a neighboring facility is implementing specific source
reduction practices such as substituting raw materials, or other, less effective practices
such as waste recycling or waste treatment.
In addition to expanding the reporting requirements under the Toxic Release
Inventory, EPA is using an integrated approach to its rulemaking process for the pulp
and paper industry. This effort is part of EPA’s Source Reduction Review Project
(SRRP) that targets 17 industry categories that release toxics to more than one media
and that are already targeted for media-specific rules. The goal of EPA ’s SRRP is to
identify pollution prevention opportunities other than end-of-pipe controls for these 17
industrial processes while drafting regulations (Kling 1994). Instead of regulating
chlorine air emissions and chlorine water releases separately, EPA proposed rules that
will regulate the pulp and paper industry’s total chlorine output, proposing process
changes that aim to reduce chlorine releases and avoid shifting chlorine waste to
another part of the environment (Federal Register 1991; U.S. EPA 1992(b)).
However, the proposed rules will allow the pulp and paper industry to substitute
chlorine dioxide for chlorine despite the availability of non-chlorine compound
bleaching processes (e.g., hydrogen peroxide or oxygen bleaching). The use of
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chlorine dioxide will continue to generate dioxins, furans, and other organochlorines.
In this regard, EPA’s SRRP has the same limitations as the MACT standards
proposed for halogenated solvents, where the best option for reducing toxic w asteusing an alternative process that eliminates the toxic starting material—is not
mandated.
The end-of-pipe approach for preventing pollution appears to dominate state
level pollution prevention programs that do not specifically emphasize toxics use
reduction as the means by which to curb toxic pollution. A recent report released by
the U.S. General Accounting Office (GAO), showed that many state programs
claiming to conduct pollution prevention activities were more involved with waste
recycling, treatment, and/or disposal, rather than source reduction as defined by the
Pollution Prevention Act of 1990 (U.S. GAO 1994).
In its report, GAO evaluated the objectives of 105 different pollution
prevention programs throughout 49 states (North Dakota is the only state without a
formal program) (U.S. GAO 1994). Some states, such as California, have nine
programs (both local and state level), while others only have one. Programs included
regulatory-based, university-based, as well as information clearinghouses and
technical assistance programs that are non-regulatory. (See Appendix A for a list of
state pollution prevention programs.) O f the 105 programs, 20% are regulatory and
consist of either adapting existing regulatory programs (e.g., enforcement and
permitting) to implement new strategies for preventing pollution; or developing new
regulations with a front-end pollution prevention focus (e.g., requiring industry to
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plan for reducing their use of toxic materials). The other 80% are non-regulatory and
promote pollution prevention through education and technical assistance projects (U.S.
GAO 1994).
Through its survey, which had an 84 percent response rate, GAO found that
the majority of state programs-regardless of whether they were regulatory or nonregulatory—"promoted source reduction with practically the same emphasis as waste
management projects," as opposed to requiring industry to exhaust all source
reduction strategies prior to any end-of-pipe activities (U.S. GAO 1994). GAO found
that state programs give moderate to high priority to; 1) source reduction by 95%; 2)
recycling by 90%; 3) waste treatment by 70%; and 4) waste disposal by 50% (U.S.
GAO 1994). States allow industry to employ traditional waste reduction activities
instead of requiring aggressive toxics use reduction alternatives.

Pollution Prevention: Two schools of thought emerge
After Congress passed the PPA, two schools of thought developed in the
pollution prevention arena (both on the national and state level). One advocated
preventing pollution through source reduction (reducing toxics in the waste stream
through engineering controls or other in-plant modifications) and other less desirable
options (waste treatment or off-site recycling); and the other advocated preventing
pollution through toxics use reduction (reducing toxic waste through switching raw
materials, changing product development, and modifying processes that use less of a
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toxic m aterial)/ The difference between the two concepts may seem subtle, but the
outcomes of these differing approaches is not. Whereas pollution prevention
programs that advocate waste minimization and pollution control technologies still
allow industry to generate large volumes of toxic waste and expose the workforce to
toxic production materials (as well as communities to toxic products), toxics use
reduction is very clear in that it requires industry to prevent pollution by reducing it
at the front end: reducing the use of toxic raw materials.
Critical in this discussion is not so much how regulatory programs define the
terms, but how industry does. Vague notions of pollution prevention (which can
include source reduction, waste reduction and other end-of-pipe activities) can be
interpreted by industry to mean reducing releases and not use. Companies claim that
activities (such as waste incineration, waste treatment, pollution control) that "follow
the generation of a waste, rather than only avoid waste creation, handling, movement,
and management, are waste reduction [or variously called pollution prevention]"
(Hirschom, et al. 1989). As a Dow Chemical Company representative phrased it:
" ...If the goal is to reduce community exposure...to reduce waste stream...then the
focus should be on reducing releases and not use..." (Lindsly 1994). Given industry’s
likely interpretation of pollution prevention as meaning traditional pollution control
activities, it is crucial to make a clear distinction between toxics use reduction and
release reduction.

^This was a point of debate at the "Policy Session: An interactive discussion on
toxics use reporting." National Roundtable of State Pollution Prevention Programs
spring 1994 annual meeting, April 6-8, Seattle, Washington.
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Conclusion
Failing to promote toxics use reduction over other pollution prevention
activities—either as defined under the CAAA or the PPA or state pollution prevention
programs—allows industry to adhere to its traditional waste management strategies for
reducing toxic releases. Meanwhile, industry continues to generate toxic waste.
Advocating for toxics use reduction as the basis of a state and federal pollution
prevention law is the surest way to guarantee that less toxic waste enters the
workplace, the environment, and the product. No other pollution prevention activity
has such far reaching benefits.
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III. Why Toxics Use Reduction?

Preventing pollution by focusing on the source of the problem provides the
most effective means for eliminating the threat that toxics pose to our society. As the
term suggests, toxics use reduction means reducing toxic exposure by reducing the
amount of toxic chemicals used by industry. Industry can begin reducing its use of
toxics by using a combination of four strategies:
1.

Substituting toxic materials with less toxic, or non-toxic alternatives.

2.

Changing production processes to eliminate the need for a toxic
material.

3.

Recycling toxics on the premises, reducing the amount purchased and
brought on-site.

4.

Improving efficiency of in-plant processes to reduce or eliminate leaks
and spills.

Any combination of these strategies will result in a reduction of toxics used and waste
generated without shifting risks between different parts of the environment, workers
or consumers of the product.
Toxics use reduction can occur both on the industry level and on the societal
level. Some industries (e.g., pulp and paper companies, wood furniture companies)
can follow one of the prescribed methods for reducing their use of toxic materials.
But for other industries, especially those in the business of making toxic substances,
28
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toxics use reduction can be imposed on them through societal pressure. For instance,
in the case of a lead smelter, the only way the smelter will reduce the amount of
hazardous waste it generates is if the need for lead is eliminated in our society. The
same is true for chlorine. While chlorine can be phased out in the production of
paper and plastics, the chlorine-making industry will come to a halt when there are no
buyers for that toxic chemical.

What toxics use reduction is not
Some programs implemented by companies throughout the United States are
labeled good pollution prevention practices when in reality they are not.^ Toxics use
reduction does not include any activities, such as waste treatment or out-of-process
(i.e., off-site) recycling, that transfer the toxic pollution to the environment, workers
or consumers. Waste incineration, for instance, may be considered a viable method
by which industry can "prevent" polluting a particular waste stream. But this method
does not eliminate the waste and the resulting risks from producing the chemical,
working with the chemical, transporting the chemical waste, or sending it up a
smokestack or out a discharge pipe into a river or lake. As Allan Lefohn, formerly
with the EPA, commented at a hazardous waste incineration town meeting in Helena,
Montana: "Incineration is a pretend [measure] that w e’re getting rid of hazardous
waste...[when] we’re not" (Lefohn 1993). In California, Technichem, Inc. developed

®See Hirschom, et al. 1989. "Survey results and published papers show that
probably 75 % of companies use a definition of waste reduction [or pollution
prevention] that includes improved waste management and pollution control."
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a process to purify perchloroethylene (PCE) so that the dry cleaning industry could
reuse this solvent in its operations. PCE is a persistent toxic that has been linked to
breast and liver cancer and miscarriages among workers in the dry cleaning industry
(Taskinen 1989). While Technichem’s new technology reclaimed approximately 90%
of the solvent for reuse by dry cleaners (DTSC 1992), it also generated PCE waste
that could not be purified for reuse. This waste was then used as a supplemental fuel
for cement kilns (DTSC 1992). While incineration is a way to get rid of waste, it
does not address the underlying problem: industry’s use o f toxic materials.
Incinerating waste will still leave us with toxic ash and toxic fumes, and will still
threaten the health of workers and the public (for workers the risks involved in
handling the waste, and for the public the risks involved in transporting hazardous
waste) (Lester 1990).

The benefits and potential costs of toxics use reduction
The benefits of toxics use reduction are far reaching. The most obvious is the
environmental benefit, where fewer toxics end up in the environment. This is of
particular importance for bioaccumulative toxics like dioxin and metals which increase
in concentration in organisms progressively higher in the food chain.^ It is also
beneficial to reduce the use and release of toxics about which we have limited

^See Miller, et al. 1982. In one study, the concentration of DDT magnified almost
10 million times in the food chain (from water to birds). Whereas the water contained
3 parts per trillion of DDT, and minnows contained .5 parts per million, ospreys
contained 25 parts per million.
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toxicological data. And, it is a practical way to eliminate risks associated with
multiple chemical exposures, an area largely unexplored by the scientific and medical
community.
Another benefit of toxics use reduction is that it reduces the amount and,
through substitution, the toxicity of chemicals to which workers are exposed. It also
reduces the amount of hazardous waste that workers have to handle and transport.
Toxics use reduction reduces or eliminates the need for expensive monitoring
procedures and pollution control equipment. A medical laboratory in California, for
instance, replaced a toxic organic solvent with a water-based solvent and saved almost
$180,000 immediately by eliminating the need for equipment to control emissions of
the toxic chemical (U.S. GAO 1992). Montana companies who use halogenated
solvents could avoid retrofitting processes to meet the proposed MACT standards if
they switched to water-based cleaning solutions. If Stone Container Corporation of
Missoula continues to use chlorine and chlorine dioxide to bleach its liner board, it
will continue to release chloroform, a suspected carcinogen released during the
bleaching process (Stadler 1992). And by 2000, Stone Container will be required to
monitor its chloroform emissions as mandated under the 1990 Clean Air Act (42
U .S.C. Sec.7412(b)(1)). The Clean Air Act will also require the industry to monitor
its air and water releases of chlorine to maintain an EPA established allowable
threshold. Stone Container could save itself all the time and money that it will need
to spend to comply with these new regulations if it phases out its chlorine bleaching
process.
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There are other potential monetary savings industry can reap through
instituting toxics use reduction alternatives. Industry can save on waste disposal,
waste treatment, and waste discharge permits. Industry can save on liability costs
associated with handling and transporting hazardous waste. And, industry can prevent
future expensive clean up projects if it used a preventive, rather than a reactionary,
approach to dealing with toxic pollution.
A demonstration project conducted by Research Triangle Institute (RTI), a
non-regulatory branch of the EPA, looked at the feasibility for the printing sector of
the textile industry to eliminate their use of organic aerosols. RTI estimates there are
11,000 screen printing shops throughout the U.S. According to a survey conducted
by the Screen Printing Association International, over 95% of all facilities use organic
based aerosol adhesives, emitting approximately 3,000 tons of volatile organic
compounds (VOCs) annually (Northeim 1993). The purpose of the demonstration
project was to evaluate the performance of water-based products; calculate emissions
reduction associated with each product; and determine cost savings of less toxic or
non-toxic adhesives. At the project’s conclusion, RTI found that water-based
adhesives performed well. Based on their test data, RTI concluded that annual
emissions for organic-based aerosol products resulted in 2,290 tons of VOC
emissions, compared to zero tons from no-VOC water-based products. Furthermore,
while annual costs for using organic-based aerosol products amounted to $1,966,000,
it only cost $152,000 to $564,000 for VOC-free water-based products (depending on
the size of the facility). RTI calculated that the estimated payback period for facilities
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switching to water-based adhesives ranged from 7.5 months for small operations to
1.05 years for large facilities (Northeim 1993).
A toxics use reduction demonstration project conducted by EPA’s Design for
the Environment Program* tested a non-toxic dry cleaning process called multi
process wet cleaning. The project found that, in general, the wet cleaning process
was slightly cheaper (approximately $1,000 annually for each facility) than the
standard dry cleaning process, although a wet cleaner requires almost $57,000 less
initial investment than a dry cleaner (U.S. EPA 1993(f)). Despite the increased
skilled labor needed to operate a wet cleaning process (which includes controlled
application of heat, steam, and soaps), these costs are offset by higher annual
equipment costs in the dry cleaning operations, as well as costs for hazardous waste
disposal and electricity. In a customer survey comparing the performance for the two
processes (using factors such as shrinking, stretching, color change, and odor), EPA
found little difference in customer satisfaction on all but one factor: odor o f the
garment. The survey showed a "statistical preference for the reduced odor of the wet
cleaning process" (U.S. EPA 1993(f)).
But toxics use reduction is not without costs. Although there are numerous
examples where toxics use reduction is economically beneficial and should not lead to
job loss, this may not be the case with every facility. For older facilities, the costs to
retrofit extensively for toxics use reduction may result in closures o f specific facilities

*The Design for the Environment Program in EPA ’s Office of Pollution
Prevention and Toxics facilitates information exchange and technical and economic
research on pollution prevention efforts between regulatory agencies and industry.
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with consequent temporary job losses. The lead smelter or chemical manufacturer
will probably suffer economically from toxics use reduction activities. Eliminating
the use of phenol resins that Louisiana-Pacific of Missoula uses to make particle
board may lead to Borden Chemical of Missoula losing its largest local customer in
the area (Stadler 1992).
However, the demise o f a particular toxics-dependent facility or industry may
mean the start-up of a facility or industry making products or equipment that are non
toxic (e.g., an industry making oxygen-delignification equipment for chlorine-free
pulp companies).
The environmental and health benefits that can be achieved through toxics use
reduction outweigh the potential costs to industry. Toxics use reduction is the only
pollution prevention strategy that looks at reducing the amount of hazardous waste
generated without placing the waste burden on another part of the environment—
whether it be the work place, the natural environment (air, water, land, non-human
life), or the consumer. Toxics use reduction can provide federal and state regulatory
agencies the tools they need to reduce toxic exposure by reducing or eliminating the
generation of toxic pollution.
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IV. Applying Toxics Use Reduction
Principles on the State Level

States have taken the lead in developing toxics use reduction strategies for
preventing pollution on the local level. In this chapter, the toxics use reduction law
passed in Massachusetts will be reviewed since it is one of the first regulatory-based
toxics use reduction programs established in the U.S. and it remains arguably the
best. Then, the main components of a desirable state toxics use reduction program
are described. The purpose of this discussion is to evaluate the extent to which a
"prevention philosophy" can be incorporated into existing state regulatory programs.

Massachusetts: At the forefront of toxics use reduction
Massachusetts adopted the first and most aggressive state pollution prevention
law in the U.S. when the legislature passed the Toxics Use Reduction Act (TURA) in
1989. Since then, the Massachusetts law has served as model legislation for other
states designing toxics use reduction initiatives.
The TURA law was the first to formally introduce the regulatory, business,
and environmental communities nationwide to the concept of toxics use reduction.
The Massachusetts Office of Technical Assistance (OTA) explains how no other

35
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pollution prevention activities effectively address all risks associated with toxic
exposure: "Because it deals with toxic substances at the source, before they have a
chance to become pollutants or contaminants, toxics use reduction represents the
environmentally responsible approach to the management of industrial toxics" (OTA
1992).
As the TURA program materials describe, focusing on toxics use reduction
through a statewide act is the most effective method for reducing all risks and costs
(environmental and economic) linked to industry’s use of toxic materials. As such,
toxics use reduction is one of the rare concepts that appeals to a wide spectrum of the
population, from environmentalists (removing toxics from the natural environment), to
workers (eliminating toxics in the workplace), to consumers (removing dispersive
hazards, such as formaldehyde emissions from carpets or particle board), to regulators
(reducing the total number of hazardous waste sites being monitored or regulated),
and industry (reducing many of the costs associated with the purchase, use, handling,
planned and accidental releases, and shipment of toxic materials) (OTA 1992).
The Massachusetts TURA is a planning law, which means that industry and
small quantity toxics users (using 10,000 pounds/year of TRI listed chemicals) must
analyze their use of toxic substances. Drafting the plan requires companies to
undergo a planning process aimed at identifying and evaluating the following six
toxics use reduction options (OTA 1992):
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1.
2.
3.

input substitution
product reformulation
production unit redesign

4.
5.
6.

production unit modernization
improved operations and maintenance
recycling and reuse’

Specifically, the TURA has four main goals (OTA 1992):
1.

Achieve a 50% toxic waste reduction over 1987 levels by 1997;

2.

Spur innovation in toxics use reduction;

3.

Promote reductions in the production and use of toxic substances; and

4.

Achieve regulatory compliance through toxics use reduction.

To help industry meet the goals set out in the TURA, the legislature provides
resources to help industry make the transition from pollution control to toxics use
reduction. First, the law established the Toxics Use Reduction Institute (TURI) at the
University of Massachusetts at Lowell. The Institute team researches technical toxics
use reduction alternatives, and trains industry employees and environmental
consultants in toxics use reduction planning. In addition, the legislature set up the
Office of Technical Assistance (OTA), a non-regulatory office located in the executive
office of environmental affairs in Boston. OTA offers industry the opportunity to
meet on-site with staff who are trained to evaluate production processes and identify
toxics use reduction changes appropriate for that industry. These technical services
are free to industry and supplement industry’s own toxics use reduction planning.

’Recycling only refers to recycling that occurs at the plant (as opposed to off-site)
and must be integral to the production process in which the toxic material is used
(OTA 1994).
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Unlike any other state law at the time, the TURA aggressively promoted
incorporating a prevention ethic into all aspects o f the state’s environmental
regulations. Using a combination of regulatory and non-regulatory approaches, the
Massachusetts law set the stage for programs nationwide that wanted to incorporate
front-end prevention measures in state regulatory programs. Now, five years after
TURA, twelve other states have passed legislation that promotes toxics use reduction
(see Appendix C for a chart on these programs).
In the next section, four common components of state toxics use reduction
programs are described. Examples of how these components are incorporated locally
come from a variety of state programs, both regulatory and non-regulatory.

Incorporating toxics use reduction strategies
Facility planning
The most common component of state toxics use reduction programs is
requiring industry to draft pollution prevention plans,

a process thought to trigger

industry into action (i.e., getting them to implement toxics use reduction alternatives).
According to GAO’s recent survey of state programs, 75% of all regulatory and 45%
of non-regulatory programs require industry to submit pollution prevention plans
(U.S. GAO 1994). The planning portion is often the central element o f a state’s

‘®These plans are alternately called pollution prevention plans, toxics use
reduction plans, and source reduction plans. The term "pollution prevention plans" is
used loosely to include these variations.
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pollution prevention program in that it requires industry to identify toxics use
reduction options for its production processes.
A number of state pollution prevention laws require industry to draft a plan,
while implementation is often voluntary. The Massachusetts TURA, for instance,
requires industry to submit a toxics use reduction plan, but does not mandate that
each company achieve a numeric reduction goal. California is another state where
industry must write a source reduction plan, as mandated by the California Hazardous
Waste Source Reduction and Management Review Act of 1989 (Humphrey, et al.
1991). The Plan requires industry to examine, among other things, current source
reduction alternatives available for that industry (e.g., non-chlorine paper whitening
technologies); and in-plant operations that contribute to the plant’s major waste
streams. However, implementation of the plan is voluntary.
Oregon is another state that mandates pollution prevention planning in its
Toxics Use Reduction and Hazardous Waste Reduction Act of 1989, but gives
industry the option of whether to adopt the toxics use reduction strategies or not. The
strategy used in Oregon is that through requiring a company to plan for ways of
reducing their toxics use, industry will realize the potential gains that can be achieved
through reducing waste at the source. The Oregon legislature emphasized the
importance of mandatory pollution prevention planning when it wrote that the "best
way to reduce the adverse effects o f chemicals in the workplace and in the
environment is by providing technical assistance to affected businesses, monitoring the
usage of toxic chemicals and the generation of hazardous wastes, and requiring the
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affected businesses to engage in comprehensive facility planning" (DEQ 1993). By
1991, 97% of all facilities required to submit a plan to the Department of
Environmental Quality were in compliance with the Act (220 out of 227) (DEQ
1993). The DEQ feels that "the existence of the plan has increased the awareness of
top management to the problems and costs associated with chemical use and
hazardous waste generation" (DEQ 1993). Although optimistic about their approach,
Oregon has no way of measuring the program’s effectiveness (i.e., actually
quantifying use reductions achieved through mandatory planning) given that
implementation is voluntary and chemical use reporting is not mandated.
New Jersey’s 1991 Pollution Prevention Act requires TRI reporters to develop
detailed pollution prevention plans on each production process. Commenting on the
state law, the former governor of New Jersey notes: "The goal is to prompt
companies to view their pollution prevention plan as a personalized tool to drive
corporate decision making rather than as another paper exercise to satisfy regulatory
complacency" (Florio 1993). And, like Oregon’s program, implementation of the
plan is left up to plant managers.
Given the lack o f chemical use data available from industry, it has proven
difficult for states to measure the extent to which these planning laws have been
effective in reducing industry’s toxics use.^‘ Both Massachusetts and New Jersey

"This was a common sentiment expressed by state and federal regulatory staff at
the National Roundtable on State Pollution Prevention Programs spring 1994 annual
meeting, April 6-8, 1994, Seattle, Washington. EPA may propose regulations to
establish a chemical use reporting system that would require industry to annually
report on the volumes of chemicals used in the production process.
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are initiating new programs that will require companies to report on toxics use
reduction within a particular production process or on a facility-wide throughput basis
(comparing input with total output) (U.S. GAO 1994). This tracking mechanism will
help the two states evaluate the reasons behind industry’s waste fluctuations (e.g., did
they occur from use reduction or from newly installed pollution control equipment?),
and will be an important tool for evaluating the state programs’ overall effectiveness.

Toxics use reduction in permitting and inspections
Fundamental to a toxics use reduction or pollution prevention program is for
permit writers to utilize a multi-media (air, land, water) perspective when regulating
industry’s toxic emissions. One of the problems with EPA ’s twenty year approach to
regulating toxics is that the agency never evaluated the potential for companies to shift
their waste stream in order to comply with a media-specific permit. While this is a
problem that EPA is trying to address through its Source Reduction Review Project,
state regulatory agencies can begin addressing this problem locally. The simplest way
to do this is to get permit writers to collaborate when writing their media specific
permits in order to educate one another and avoid potential waste shifts. For
instance, will a stricter water discharge permit increase a facility’s air discharges or
its land discharges?’^

’^This issue was raised at Stone Container Corporation’s water discharge permit
hearing held in Missoula, Montana in spring 1993. The state Water Quality Bureau
proposed tightening the company’s discharge permit, but it did not consider the
implications o f this proposal. What other methods will Stone Container employ to
dispose of its waste (e.g., dumping the toxic waste water into holding ponds, allowing
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The permit writing process as it now exists—writing separate air and water
discharge permits—can be useful for mandating facility-wide toxics use reduction
efforts when granting a new permit or re-issuing a permit. Permitting staff can
integrate toxics use reduction methods for meeting permit standards, as opposed to
merely permitting pollution without investigating non-toxic or less toxic alternatives.
Front-end pollution prevention alternatives need to take precedence over end-of-pipe
technological controls.
Another way in which a state regulatory agency can use a multi-media focus
when regulating industry’s toxic releases is by designing one permit that incorporates
all waste streams. New Jersey is currently testing the feasibility o f writing facilitywide permits, as opposed to single media permits. Besides streamlining the
permitting process, the New Jersey Department of Environmental Protection and
Energy argues that "pollution prevention is related to facility-wide permitting because
prevention is an all-media solution to the hazardous substance problem in the same
way that facility-wide permits are an all-media system of regulating releases" (DEPE
1992). The facility-wide permit combines air, water, and hazardous waste permits
into one permit. The legislature set up a pilot project with 15 companies to test the
feasibility of combining these three permits. Results of the project will be reported to
the 1996 legislature, at which time this new permitting process may be instituted
statewide. By using facility-wide permits, the state regulatory agency can incorporate
the company’s projected waste reductions (as outlined in the company’s pollution

the toxics to evaporate into the ambient air)?
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prevention plan) when granting a permit, thereby making the permit increasingly more
stringent (DEPE 1992). And, as the company’s toxic waste generation decreases over
time, so too will the amount of waste released into the environment.
Applying a multi-media perspective when conducting on-site permit
compliance inspections provides another opportunity for state regulatory agencies to
impose front-end pollution prevention projects. The feasibility of this approach was
tested in Massachusetts through its 1986 pilot program called the Blackstone Project.
The project consisted of plant inspectors evaluating the entire plant for any permit
violations. If the plant violated any one of its permits, it was required to implement
plant-wide toxics use reduction techniques rather than applying media specific
solutions.

Incorporating toxics use reduction in enforcement activities
While toxics use reduction alternatives are being incorporated into states’
permitting and inspection programs, they are also occasionally being imposed on
industry through aggressive enforcement programs.

In its national pollution

prevention strategy, EPA identified enforcement programs as a primary tool for
giving industry incentives to reduce industrial pollution at the source. It can "create
an environment in which permanent solutions, such as eliminating some pollutants
entirely, may be preferred to less reliable approaches to compliance" (Federal
Register 1991). As of 1993, 38% of regulatory programs and 21% of non-regulatory
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programs are integrating toxics use reduction into their enforcement activities (U.S.
GAO 1994).
The National Advisory Council for Environmental Policy and Technology’s
(NACEPT) survey of state pollution prevention programs found that "firms that adopt
pollution prevention often cite a desire to reduce current and potential regulatory
pressures as a principal reason they sought to reduce their sources of pollution"
(NACEPT 1992). In North Carolina, for instance, the North Carolina Pollution
Prevention Pays Program (NC3PP) (a voluntary program that offers on-site technical
assistance, seminars, and grants to companies) found that industrial facilities "cited
regulatory compliance as a motivating factor for adopting routine, systematic source
reduction programs" (Dorfman, et al. 1990).
When Massachusetts passed TURA, the Department of Environmental
Protection established Facility-wide Inspections to Reduce the Source of Toxics
(F.I.R .S .T .). The F .I.R .S.T . program, of which the Blackstone Project was a
demonstration effort, uses multi-media compliance inspections to identify permit
violations (with permits written in their traditional form, single media and single
chemical) that can be mitigated through facility-wide toxics use reduction practices.
If the inspection team notes a violation, a notice of non-compliance (which is
alternately called a notice of violation) is mailed to the facility in which specific use
reduction opportunities are suggested for coming into compliance. In addition,
information is provided on where to obtain free and confidential technical assistance.
A copy of the notice is mailed to the Massachusetts OTA, at which time its staff
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follows up on the violation and offers companies technical services. Referring
violators to the state’s technical assistance resources has significantly increased the
number of facilities receiving use reduction assistance. Now, through the F.I.R .S.T .
program, a facility is seven times more likely to receive assistance from the OTA
after enforcement inspections (Green 1994).
Some states use their enforcement program to require a facility to implement
some part of their toxics use reduction plan, where previously implementation of the
plan was voluntary. For instance in California, where pollution prevention planning
is mandatory, state and local regulatory agencies use industry plans in conjunction
with their permit enforcement program. If a company violates its discharge permit,
regardless of affected media (air, land, water), the company’s plan is used to help the
facility identify ways of eliminating or reducing the pollution problem through source
reduction (Humphrey, et al. 1991).

Providing toxics use reduction technical assistance
Perhaps one of the more critical components of a toxics use reduction program
is providing small and medium sized businesses with the technical know-how they
need to switch from end-of-pipe activities to front end solutions. While large
companies may have more resources to investigate potential toxics use reduction
alternatives, smaller companies often do not have such resources (NACEPT 1992).
For this reason, providing small toxics users with on-site technical assistance is a
necessary component for state toxics use reduction programs.
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State and local technical assistance programs find that many companies need
help with identifying toxics use reduction options for their operation. In Oregon, for
example, the Waste Reduction Assistance Program (WRAP) found that during a
seventeen month period in 1991-92, of 74 companies visited, 33 o f them (45%) asked
for technical assistance to implement process changes that would reduce their
chemical use (DEQ 1993). When North Carolina launched its pollution prevention
technical assistance program NC3PP in 1987 through Western Carolina University,
the state Department of Environment, Health and Natural Resources found that
requests for on-site visits increased 200 percent from 1987 to 1988 (from 50 to 150),
and another 50 percent between 1989 and 1990 (Dorfman, et al. 1990).
On the local level. New York’s Erie County Office of Pollution Prevention
found that its technical outreach program provided strong incentive for small
businesses to implement pollution prevention projects. Since its inception in 1990, 80
percent of the 150 companies that received technical assistance implemented at least
one of the pollution prevention techniques recommended, such as process changes,
material substitution, or on-site recycling; nearly 70 percent of these companies
reduced the amount of waste generated (U.S. EPA 1993(d)).
Technical assistance programs are often separate from the state’s
environmental regulatory agency. Many programs are administered through academic
institutions (such as the Massachusetts Toxics Use Reduction Institute established at
the University of Massachusetts at Lowell, or the University of California at Los
Angeles Chemical Engineering Department, or the University o f Tennessee Center for
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Industrial Services) (U.S. CAO 1994). By having the assistance programs separate
from regulatory agencies, some states found that industry view them as unbiased
sources of advice and not tied to regulatory actions (NACEPT 1992).
While many state programs emphasize the benefits of technical assistance
programs for promoting use reduction, it is difficult to assess whether technical
assistance alone has led to quantifiable reductions in industry’s toxics use. For one,
there is a higher percentage of on-site technical assistance conducted through nonregulatory programs (79% versus 38% through regulatory programs), which do not
mandate companies to report on chemical use and how waste reductions are achieved
(U.S. GAO 1994). Second, nearly 70% of all programs measure the success of their
program on the number of visits conducted, on the time spent on the telephone
providing assistance, and on the number of workshops and conferences offered to
businesses (U.S. GAO 1994). But these indicators do not provide any evidence about
the success these programs have in getting industry to generate less waste. As a
result, while anecdotal evidence exists on the effectiveness of technical assistance
programs, the benefits achieved through this approach alone are questionable.

Conclusion
Some state toxics use reduction programs use a comprehensive approach for
incorporating a prevention ethic in their activities. None of the program components
described above-planning, permitting, enforcement, and technical assistance—are
mutually exclusive; instead, they complement one another. The more elements to a
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toxics use reduction program, the more effective it will be in achieving the program
goals. Just providing companies free technical assistance, for instance, is likely to
prove insufficient, as will requiring industry to prepare a toxics use reduction plan
without requiring them to implement that plan. The Massachusetts TURA is a model
program because it effectively integrates the concept of toxics use reduction in current
agency activities, along with providing non-regulatory technical assistance. With the
national trend showing production-related waste rising, the non-regulatory approach
for promoting toxics use reduction may not be the most effective. Instead, what
needs to occur is for states to incorporate a prevention ethic in existing regulatory
institutions.
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V. Montana: The Last Best Dumping Ground

The failure of twenty years o f environmental regulations is not just evident in
largely populated and heavily industrialized states like Massachusetts, New Jersey,
Oregon, and California. The toxic pollution problems that plague communities in
Montana similarly reflect how these regulations fail to protect human health and the
environment.
Regulatory activities that have occurred in Montana illustrate how the Montana
Department of Health and Environmental Sciences (DHES), mirroring the federal
approach, is not aggressively pursuing strategies to reduce the public’s exposure to
toxics. Montana is behind a number of states in that it has not incorporated toxics use
reduction strategies into its regulatory program. In fact, DHES has done very little to
address the threat that toxic pollution poses to citizens, workers and the environment.
Montana’s toxic pollution problem, however, is no less significant than other states
and requires immediate attention by M ontana’s citizens.

Failing to protect Montanans against exposure to toxics
In 1991, the Toxic Release Inventory data ranked Montana 25th nationwide for
its toxic pollution. One year later, Montana ranks 23rd (Anez 1994). Mirroring the
national trend, Montana has witnessed an increase in the amount of toxic waste that
49
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industry generates and releases to the water, air, and land. According to the TRI data
from Montana industries, toxic releases reportedly increased 13% from 1987 to 1991
(U.S. EPA 1993(c)).
In 1991, 24 large companies reported to the TRI releasing over 44 million
pounds of the 327 listed toxic substances (U.S. EPA 1993(c)). The majority of the
estimated toxic releases were dumped onto the land, over 38 million pounds, while an
estimated 2.3 million pounds of toxics were released into Montana’s air, the majority
of which do not have emissions standards, and for which ambient air monitoring is
not required. Some of the unregulated air toxic releases include 88,500 pounds of
chloroform, a suspected carcinogen (U.S. EPA 1985) released by Stone Container in
Missoula; 306,000 pounds of hydrogen fluoride, a developmental reproductive toxin
(Irving Sax 1984) released by Columbia Falls Aluminum in Columbia Falls; and
160,000 pounds of xylene, another developmental and reproductive toxin (Irving Sax
1984) released by the Exxon refinery in Billings. (Appendix C lists total reported
toxic releases for facilities located in Montana’s urban areas.)
Despite the large volume of toxics dumped into the environment, Montana has
not taken steps to address this growing problem. In the Air Quality Bureau, for
instance, no efforts are underway to set up an air toxics program to monitor, track,
and prevent toxic air pollution (Jeffrey 1992). Instead, the regulatory climate, both
on the state and local level, consists of deferring to federal laws on the issue of air
toxics, which in essence means letting industry indiscriminately release harmful toxics
into the environment.
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In Montana, given that the major sources of industrial toxic air pollution are in
the cities, large segments of the urban population are being exposed to toxics in much
higher quantities that what is reported to TRI. In Missoula, over 662,000 pounds of
toxics are released into the air, according to reports that four Missoula companies
filed to the 1991 TRI (U.S. EPA 1993(c)). A 1988 air toxics survey conducted by
Radian Corporation and DHES found that an additional 228,000 pounds are annually
released into the valley airshed from non-TRI reporters (see Appendix D) (Radian
Corporation 1988). The Radian survey results showed that toxic air emissions in
Missoula, and other cities like Billings and Helena, were "significant given the higher
number of people who are potentially being exposed to dangerous toxins" (Radian
Corporation 1988). In addition to the TRI facilities, these cities also contain a large
number of service-oriented businesses such as dry cleaners and body shops.
Therefore, "mass quantities of emissions are greater, the number of individual
emissions sources are greater, and more people are present and in a position to be
exposed" (Radian Corporation 1988). Six years after Radian and DHES completed
this study, the state still has not taken any aggressive action to reduce toxic exposure.
DHES’ inaction illustrates how the state chooses to ignore the known and unknown
health risks associated with exposure to toxics. This regulatory climate exemplifies
how it falls upon the exposed citizens to prove that the levels may be dangerous, as
opposed to industry and regulators proving that they have no alternative but to release
toxics.
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Putting the burden of proof on those being exposed, rather than on those doing
the polluting is disturbing as it requires someone to get sick before any action may be
taken by regulators to curb exposure. Montana’s citizens, like the citizens throughout
the country, become guinea pigs for testing the effects of industry’s toxic materials
("unintentional" test cases, as industry would claim). This occurred in Bozeman,
where the Idaho Pole Company contaminated the area around the plant with
pentachlorophenol (PCP), polynuclear aromatic hydrocarbons, and dioxin and furans
(MDHES 1993). These highly toxic chemicals leached into nearby soils,
groundwater, and two domestic wells, and since 1986 the area has been listed as a
federal Superfund site (MDHES 1993). DHES found that while an average person
faces a one in four chance of getting cancer, people living near the Idaho Pole site
potentially run an additional 10 percent risk of getting cancer (Haines 1992(b)). One
resident living near the plant knows of three residents in the neighborhood who have
kidney problems (Haines 1992(b)). DHES and EPA estimate that cleaning up the
area around Idaho Post & Pole will run from $10 million to $250 million (Haines
1992(b)), and will take anywhere from five to ten years (MDHES 1993).
The combination of Montana industry not preventing toxic pollution through
toxics use reduction; DHES and local health officials not taking measures to prevent
harmful exposure to toxics before people get sick; and these same agencies placing
the burden of proof on those who are getting exposed rather than those who are the
source of the problem, presents the Montana population with a toxic problem whose
extent and threat are real, but poorly understood.
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Toxic threat: Montana’s small businesses
In addition to applying federal law to regulate industrial air toxics, DHES
refers to federal legislation for regulating small sources of toxic pollution. Small
sources traditionally have not been regulated under the federal Clean Air Act although
they have under other federal pollution laws. For instance, the Resource
Conservation and Recovery Act (RCRA) regulates how small hazardous waste
generators dispose of their waste, and the Clean Water Act regulates how much and
what types of toxics small sources can discharge into rivers or lakes. However, these
laws do not prevent small businesses in Montana from using toxic materials and
releasing them into the environment. To date, there are over 1,000 hazardous waste
generators registered with DHES (Holmes 1994).*^ The prevalence of toxic
pollution generated from smaller sources is evident in Montana, where more than 250
hazardous waste sites are listed under CERCRA (Comprehensive Environmental
Cleanup and Responsibility Act, Montana’s state Superfund law), the majority of
which were contaminated by small and medium sized companies (MDHES 1993).
According to the 1988 Radian survey of Montana’s toxic air emissions, there
are over 400 small and medium-sized companies that use and release industrial toxics
into the air (e.g., perchloroethylene, xylene, and other solvents). They include
laundromats and dry cleaners, auto body shops (repair shops and paint shops), and

^^These include large (generating > 1,000 kg/month), small (generating 100-1,000
kg/month), and conditionally-exempt hazardous waste generators (generating < 100
kg/month) that are registered with EPA; the majority of these companies are also
registered with the state, although conditionally-exempt generators are not required to
register with the state (Holmes 1994).
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medical hospitals (Radian Corporation 1988). Dry cleaners in particular are a major
source of perchloroethylene emissions, where twenty establishments reported releasing
an estimated 76 tons/year (Radian Corporation 1988). In addition to releasing large
volumes of this toxic chemical into the air, dry cleaners contaminate the soil and
groundwater around their site. For instance, in 1985 DHES detected
tetrachloroethylene (PCE) contamination in a Bozeman neighborhood’s water supply.
PCE is a cancer-causing solvent used to clean machinery and is also a commonly used
dry cleaning agent (Hattis 1981). When Bozeman city workers tested the
groundwater near the Buttrey Shopping Center sewer line in 1991, they found the
water contained 19 parts per billion of PCE; the federal standard for safe drinking
water is five parts per billion (Haines 1992(a)). Given the high levels of PCE, DHES
ordered that residents living near the shopping center stop watering their lawns and
gardens with the contaminated well water, fearing that this would further contaminate
the soil and groundwater. In 1993, DHES forced City Cleaners, located in the
Buttrey Shopping Center, to relocate to another part of town (Haines 1993). This
action occurred four years after DHES first detected the toxic contamination.
Nowhere was there attention to eliminating PCE as a necessary cleaning agent.

Looking at the end of the pipe
Toxic contamination is found in all parts of M ontana’s environment, where
industry generally has multiple toxic waste streams—into the air, the river, or the
landfill. DHES, following federal mandates, only addresses the toxic pollution once
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it is detected as a problem. This reactive approach has been shown to be an
ineffective method for curbing toxic pollution. As long as the production process is
ignored, industry will continue to generate toxic waste. One example of how end-ofpipe regulations have failed is in East Helena, home to a lead smelter. Year after
year the American Smelting and Refining Company (ASARCO) lead smelter belches
toxic releases onto the neighboring community and land (Sasek 1992(b)).
ASARCO has a long history of violating its air pollution permits and
contaminating the land around it. Since 1983 the smelter has been listed as a federal
Superfund site (MDHES 1993). Studies conducted by the National Center for Disease
Control and DHES in 1979 and 1983 found that children growing up in East Helena
had blood lead levels twice that of the national average (Great Falls Tribune 1988).
In 1988, the EPA and DHES advised residents of East Helena to stop eating leafy
vegetables grown in their gardens because the agencies detected high levels of arsenic,
cadmium, and lead on these vegetables. EPA and DHES also found that root
vegetables, such as carrots, potatoes, and turnips, contained "moderate" levels of
heavy metals (Great Falls Tribune 1988).
Throughout 1990, the ASARCO smelter released large volumes of sulfur
trioxide (an irritant to the eyes, throat and lungs) as a result of numerous pollution
control equipment malfunctions (Chapin 1990). In all, ASARCO had ten accidental
releases in one year, dumping toxics over the neighboring communities and exposing
residents (Chapin 1990; Sasek 1990(a)(b); Firehammer 1991). A Montana Power
Company worker, who encountered toxic fumes from a June 1990 sulfur trioxide
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release in a town five miles away, developed a bad sinus infection shortly after the
exposure (Chapin 1990). After that same release, one East Helena resident living
within a mile of the smelter said his six year old daughter "came into the house
complaining that she couldn’t breathe for about 15 seconds. She was panting for three
or four minutes afterwards..." (Chapin 1990). The sulfur trioxide cloud was so thick
that the resident could not see a propane tank that stood ten feet from his house.
After repeated exposures to the sulfur trioxide emissions, one resident living
within one-half mile of the smelter was diagnosed as having chemical bronchitis
(Independent Record 1993). Sulfur trioxide dissolves in mucous membranes to form
sulfuric acid, an acute and chronic irritant (Irving Sax 1984).
There is also widespread contamination in the neighborhoods surrounding the
smelter. In addition to repeatedly dumping toxic materials into the air (both intended
and accidental), ASARCO’s operations have contaminated the soil and water around
East Helena. As part of its cleanup activities, ASARCO removed lead-contaminated
soil from the yards of approximately 375 residents (MDHES 1993). Heavy metals
(e.g., manganese and lead) dumped on the land migrated into Prickly Pear Creek and
into soils and sediments near Lake Helena (MDHES 1993). Despite this existing
pollution problem, the ASARCO lead smelter continues to generate enormous
volumes of toxic waste and dump heavy metals and other toxics (e.g., arsenic and
sulfuric acid) into the air, water, and land (U.S. EPA 1993(c)). In 1991, ASARCO
reported generating over 69 million pounds of production-related waste (U.S. EPA
1993(c)).
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A culture of complacency
While large and small toxics users have avoided harsh scrutiny from DHES
(i.e., allowing industry’s polluting activities to continue without searching for
alternatives), the agency has compromised its effectiveness by being lenient toward
industry when writing and enforcing its permits. Two examples are provided to
illustrate how the regulatory environment in Montana has been generous to some of
Montana’s large polluters.
One example is the state Air Quality Bureau’s mechanism by which permit
violators can mitigate their fines. DHES allows a company to adopt a "supplemental
environmental project" which involves either installing controls on new emissions
sources, or upgrading existing controls (which can include controls on other sources
of pollution) (Keltz 1994). This arrangement provides industry an opportunity to
negotiate options for avoiding changes to its facility by taking steps to reduce the
overall pollution in its geographic area. For example, when Rhone-Poulenc, a
multinational chemical company near Butte, violated its opacity standard (i.e., an
indicator of high particulate release, where the smoke coming out of the stack is too
thick), DHES gave the company the option to decrease its fine by purchasing a street
sweeper for the city of Butte, thereby reducing particulate from road dust (Keltz
1994). DHES argued that this arrangement helped mitigate the overall pollution
problem in Butte (Keltz 1994). However, allowing Rhone-Poulenc to adopt this type
of "supplemental environmental project" allowed the company to avoid implementing
any changes to its own operations.
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Another instance of agency failure to stringently regulate industry occurred in
Missoula during 1991. When the Missoula City-County Health Department explored
different options for bringing the valley air into compliance with particulate standards,
the Health Department initially proposed tightening industrial permits (Curtis 1991).
As a counter proposal, Stone Container, Louisiana Pacific, and Champion
International (three major Missoula industrial sources of particulate pollution)
suggested that industry help address another source of the valley’s particulate
pollution, namely road dust, in exchange for more lenient discharge permits (Curtis
1991).
What is particularly troubling about this case is that local health officicils
allowed industry to increase its pollution output while at the same time proposing the
use of a chemical de-icer (a chemical that melts ice on the road, taking the place of
traditional sand and salt) as opposed to a street sweeper. Unfortunately, the Health
Department accepted the de-icer proposal from industry without adequate tests on the
chemical’s potential effect on the Missoula aquifer. As a member of the Missoula Air
Quality Advisory Council commented in Missoula’s weekly paper: "All the research
available doesn’t leave us with any kind of clear, significant or compelling evidence
that the deicing chemical is 100 percent safe...It is amazing in this day and age, that
we would even consider using a chemical without adequate testing" (Devlin 1991).
The failure of these efforts is evident: Missoula had 19 stage one air alerts during the
1991-92 winter season (when the city violated the federal particulate standard) (Curtis
1992).
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While some Missoula city council members and local watchdog groups
protested the deal struck between industry and the Health Department, DHES and the
Health Department accepted industry’s offer. One council member, "expressed grave
concern about industry taking a fiscal role in a regulatory action and questioned their
[industry’s] goals in the offer" (Curtis 1991). Even the state Air Quality Bureau
conceded that lowering Missoula’s particulate count "does indeed create a permitfriendly situation for the industrial polluters" (Curtis 1991). Nevertheless, this
decision allowed industry to pollute the valley air, at levels exceeding those known to
cause respiratory diseases.
The implications of these two cases are clear. State and local regulators are
not aggressively targeting industry’s polluting practices. Instead, negotiations are
made that give industry a lot of latitude to continue its activities while exposing
Montana’s population to harmful pollutants.

Conclusion
The cases provided in this chapter provide some insight into Montana’s toxics
problem, and the existing pollution control culture that allows this problem to grow.
The current regulatory structure demonstrates a dangerous level of complacency
regarding industry’s polluting practices. Meanwhile, M ontana’s large toxics users
(TRI reporters) generate over 103 million pounds of production-related toxic waste

' “‘See Dockery, et al. 1993. Studies show that exposed populations develop
respiratory problems at levels of 50 ug/m3 (micrograms per cubic meter). The current
federal standard is 150 ug/m3.
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every year (U.S. EPA 1993(c)). And this figure does not even include the volume of
waste generated by other toxics users—small businesses, manufacturers exempt from
TRI reporting requirements, the mining industry, and public agencies. Toxics
generated from all these sources are spilling into M ontana’s environment every year,
posing a health threat to workers, citizens, and the environment on a scale that is
largely unknown.
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VI.

Current Efforts Promoting

Toxics Use Reduction In Montana

To date, no state legislation exists in Montana that requires small or large
industry to prevent pollution through toxics use reduction. There is no law that
requires toxics use reduction planning by companies. Nor is there any policy
requiring DHES to integrate toxics use reduction into their permitting and
enforcement programs (Keltz 1994; Sanchez 1994; Holmes 1994(a)). There are,
however, some local projects—both regulatory and non-regulatory—that are introducing
a few of Montana’s small businesses and regulatory agencies to the concept of frontend pollution prevention. While small in scope, these programs can provide
cornerstones from which a more far-reaching regulatory toxics use reduction program
can be developed.

Promoting prevention through education
Montana has a non-regulatory Pollution Prevention Program, which is
coordinated by the Cooperative Extension Service at Montana State University in
Bozeman, The Extension Service received a Small Business Assistance Program
grant from EPA in 1992 to initiate a pollution prevention program specifically for

61
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small b u s in e s s e s .T h e program has a staff of three that provides businesses with
options for preventing pollution at the front end, as opposed to end-of-pipe
alternatives (e.g., waste treatment). To date, the program primarily targets the
automotive industry by holding industry-specific workshops in various Montana cities.
In 1995, the program will also target the dry cleaning and printing industries
(Freeborn 1994). In addition to providing workshops, the program is developing a
pilot project with one automotive shop so that nearby shop owners can go on-site and
learn about available pollution prevention options. The program is also developing a
pollution prevention information clearinghouse for small businesses throughout the
state (Sanchez 1994).
According to the Pollution Prevention Program staff, businesses have
responded positively to the program. The program staff receive an average of one to
two calls a day from businesses requesting information about disposal options, as well
as pollution prevention opportunities for their businesses (Sanchez 1994). According
to Mary Jane Freeborn, the pollution prevention resource technician, there is a strong
interest among small business owners to learn about available pollution prevention
options. "Small quantity generators [e.g., small businesses such as dry cleaners and
automotive shops] are starting to realize that new federal regulations targeting small

‘^Section 507 of the 1990 Clean Air Act amendments provides states with a grant
opportunity to assist small businesses in identifying pollution prevention opportunities
(Small Business Stationary Source Technical Environmental Compliance Assistance
Program). EPA set up this program in light of the proposed hazardous air pollutants
rulemaking that will target small businesses (i.e., all solvent users, such as automotive
shops, dry cleaners, print shops) (42 U .S.C . Sec. 507).
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businesses will make it increasingly expensive to deal with their hazardous waste.
Here, pollution prevention becomes an attractive option; the more one eliminates
waste at the source, the less one is faced with problems such as fines, or figuring out
how to dump the waste" (Freeborn 1994).
Although the Extension Service’s Pollution Prevention Program is useful for
educating small businesses and regulators about the concept of pollution prevention,
its audience is not inclusive and its efforts are currently not sufficient for reducing
waste generation statewide. The first limitation is that the program’s purpose is not
to promote and meet a statewide toxics use reduction program goal that requires all
large and small quantity toxics users to plan for toxics use reduction. Instead, the
program is voluntary and is promoted on the local level by extension agents, like
other programs located in the Extension Service.
The 54 extension agents in Montana work on whatever projects are of interest
and concern to their local constituency (Sanchez 1994). Their local efforts, therefore,
can be wide ranging: agricultural projects, management of household hazardous
waste, composting, planning a pollution prevention workshop (Sanchez 1994).
However, since pollution prevention is not mandated in Montana, extension agents are
not required to push for pollution prevention activities locally. As a result, outreach
and implementation of the Pollution Prevention Program are highly variable, and do

'^ h e Extension Service was started by the U.S. Department of Agriculture with a
mission of doing outreach and information sharing on a variety of issues, including
animal damage control, pesticide use, and other agriculture-related projects (7 U.S.C.
341-349). To help facilitate outreach statewide, the Extension Service establishes
local offices to carry out its programs.
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not target small businesses in a comprehensive manner. It is also questionable
whether these agents have the technical know-how to carry out local toxics use
reduction efforts.
The Pollution Prevention Program is further limited in that it does not provide
small businesses with on-site technical assistance. Instead, assistance primarily
consists of holding information workshops and distributing guidance documents. On
site technical assistance is an extremely effective tool for helping companies identify
all processes that generate waste (through conducting a waste audit, for instance, that
tracks all waste streams). On-site technical assistance is useful for helping companies
locate all waste streams, not only stack or wastepipe releases but also in-plant waste
in the form of fugitive emissions. This type of information can then be useful for
identifying potential toxics use reduction alternatives for all waste generated, whether
it is regulated or not.
The Pollution Prevention Program in Bozeman could be more effective if it
were coupled with a statewide commitment to toxics use reduction. More important,
the program’s efforts need to go beyond merely educating small businesses about
pollution prevention to providing them with the on-site technical know-how many of
them will need to implement toxics use reduction.

Promoting prevention through a local ordinance
A second pollution prevention project is currently being developed on the local
level and, unlike the Extension Service program, this project is integrated into local
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pollution regulations. The Missoula City-County Health Department is pursuing
pollution prevention initiatives as part o f its water quality program. In February
1994, the Health Department proposed a city-wide aquifer protection ordinance that
will require local companies to take steps to prevent further degrading of the city’s
sole source aquifer. The ordinance declares that: "Affirmative measures to prevent
releases of toxic substances and to prevent pollution o f the aquifer are the most
effective means available to control potential pollution sources (MCCHD 1994).
Peter Nielson, Missoula’s Water Quality District Director and author of the
ordinance, emphasized the importance of pollution prevention when he proclaims: "If
we don’t enact pollution prevention measures, then we are saying that we would
rather wait until the problem occurs and clean it up" (Devlin 1994).
Under the proposed ordinance, businesses using certain regulated toxic
substances in specified amounts will have to file for a pollution prevention permit.
To obtain the permit, a facility will have to submit to the Health Department a
pollution prevention plan that includes the following: 1) A chemical inventory (only of
those substances listed under the Toxic Release Inventory); 2) Non-toxic or less toxic
substitutes for chemicals used for which drinking water maximum contaminant levels
have been established, or which have been determined to threaten contamination of
the aquifer (141 chemicals are listed); and 3) Other options for reducing the use of the
141 listed chemicals, including process changes and in-plant recycling options
(MCCHD 1994), Facilities’ pollution prevention plans would be available to the
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public. The pollution prevention permits would be valid for two years, and have to
be renewed at that time.
While the ordinance would require for the first time that Missoula businesses
plan for prevention options, the proposed ordinance has some serious flaws. The
ordinance would require alternatives planning only for a fraction of the chemicals
used by industry. The draft ordinance should include, at minimum, alternatives
planning for all chemicals listed under the Toxic Release Inventory. Another problem
with the ordinance is that it does not require businesses to adopt any of the
alternatives identified in the pollution prevention plans. One option that could lead to
implementation is requiring businesses to achieve a numeric reduction prior to
renewing their pollution prevention permit.
The intent of the ordinance is to prevent further contamination of Missoula’s
aquifer, however these efforts will fall short in achieving this goal if the Health
Department does not mandate businesses to apply toxics use reduction measures. No
other measures will achieve optimum protection o f Missoula’s sole source aquifer.

Conclusion
Some of Montana’s businesses and regulators are being introduced to the
concept of preventing pollution through means other than end-of-pipe projects.
However, in order to reduce or eliminate the amount of toxins that spill into
Montana’s communities every year, current educational projects and local efforts need
to target all industrial toxics users to promote a prevention mandate statewide. If
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Montana citizens want to be guaranteed clean communities, they could accomplish
this by requiring Montana’s large and small industry to explore opportunities for
reducing waste through toxics use reduction.
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VII. Making Toxics Use Reduction
A Reality In Montana

This report has focused almost exclusively on the need for toxics use reduction
and how to legislate toxics use reduction on the state level. It is also vital to talk
about what is required politically to move this idea forward in Montana.
The current political and economic climate in Montana requires citizen groups
to focus on two specific issues in a campaign for toxics use reduction. The first is the
political process. According to one environmental lobbying group, getting good
environmental regulations passed in Montana all depends on the political make-up of
the legislature. The attitude among some environmental groups is that if the
Democratic party does not win either the House or the Senate, then environmental
groups do not need to waste time lobbying for certain bills (Hedges 1994). Given the
reality of political decision-making it is important to make toxics use reduction a
campaign issue. If passing environmental legislation in Montana is dependent on the
type of politicians sitting in Helena, then it is critical to push the concept and need for
toxics use reduction on politicians before they get elected.
The second issue that a toxics use reduction campaign needs to address is the
hard economics of toxics use reduction. As citizen groups in Montana acknowledge,
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getting good environmental legislation passed is difficult because industry is a very
powerful lobby, and they have been very effective in blocking previous environmental
bills (Hedges 1994). The "industry’s bottom line is money" and unless you can show
them how toxics use reduction will benefit them financially, the campaign will not get
very far (Hedges 1994). The argument needs to be reduced to dollar terms for
industry: How will toxics use reduction be more economically efficient than waste
management techniques? Financial incentives (e.g., tax breaks) and disincentives
(e.g., higher penalties and higher disposal costs) can help industry save money while
reducing toxics.
Pushing for an entirely new concept on how to regulate pollution—a new
principle that state agencies and industries need to apply—will be a difficult campaign
and will demand strategic organizing. The pressure to bring about this institutional,
cultural and political change will need to come from local citizen groups.

Current citizen toxics battle in Montana
Perhaps the most pressing "toxics" issue that a number of citizen groups are
working on in Montana is a campaign to prevent establishment o f hazardous waste
incinerators in Montana (Lee 1994; Hedges 1994). To date, Montana is the target for
six new hazardous waste incinerators of which two propose burning hazardous waste
in cement kilns and one which proposes incinerating electrical transformers containing
PCB’s (MontPIRG 1994). Of particular concern to groups like MontPIRG (Montana
Public Interest Research Group) is that these hazardous waste incinerators will depend
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on out of state waste to operate their facilities. The Holnam Cement kiln in Three
Forks, for example, will require almost three times the amount of hazardous waste
that is currently generated in Montana (MontPIRG 1994).
Citizen groups have formed a coalition to draft state legislation for the 1995
session to prohibit hazardous waste burning in cement kilns, and to prevent polluting
industries with a poor environmental track record to locate to Montana. The first
strategy consists of drafting location/siting criteria that are stringent enough to make it
nearly impossible for cement kilns to bum hazardous waste. One option being
explored is having the location criteria read that no cement kiln can bum hazardous
waste if it is located near a water source and a highway and within five miles of a
residential area (Bennett 1994). Since water is a critical resource for making cement,
and highways are necessary for transporting the waste, these criteria would hopefully
make it impossible for cement kilns to burn hazardous waste in the state.
The second strategy is amending Montana’s bad actor law. A bad actor law is
an ordinance that prohibits any companies who have been committed of certain crimes
from doing business in your state or county. Currently, the Montana bad actor law
reads that only those companies convicted of criminal crimes cannot locate to
Montana (Montana Codes Annotated 75-2-233). However, the majority of
environmental crimes are civil crimes, thereby making the law as it currently reads
totally ineffective for keeping polluting industries from locating to Montana.
Montana’s bad actor law let Ross Management (formerly called Ross Electric) move
into the state after being driven out of Washington state for repeated civil violations.
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Ross Management is the company proposing to incinerate electrical transformers.
Originally, Ross Management chose Missoula as the site for their incinerator, but
local outcry and Missoula’s unique topography drove Ross Management out of
Missoula (Devlin 1992). Now they have moved to Baker, Montana, on the eastern
border of Montana. To date, citizen action has not been successful in blocking their
permit request.
Right now the groups blocking the hazardous waste industry are currently less
concerned about waste being generated within Montana. Instead, what is of concern
is out of state waste being shipped in and burned in Montana. This is the immediate
problem that citizen groups are tackling (Bennett 1994).

Expanding the toxics agenda to push for toxics use reduction
Given that a network is already established among some Montana citizen
groups working on the hazardous waste incineration campaign, there is a potential to
utilize this network to begin a campaign for toxics use reduction. The hazardous
waste incineration issue is directly tied to a campaign to institute toxics use reduction
in the state. The campaign message could include three demands: We don’t want
hazardous waste from other states; we don’t want Montana to send its hazardous
waste to other states; and we don’t want M ontana’s toxic waste generated and dumped
in Montana, The following are a few suggested strategies for expanding the toxics
campaign to push for statewide toxics use reduction in Montana.
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Building a broad-based constituency
The success behind the Massachusetts Toxics Use Reduction Act of 1989 was
due to a collaborative effort between disparate groups working toward a common
goal, namely reducing the threat that toxics pose to our communities (our social and
ecological environment). Beverly Johnson, who works at the Massachusetts Toxics
Use Reduction Institute, associates the program’s success with the willingness of
different groups to work together in establishing a program that industry, regulators,
and environmentalists felt good about and could support (GEO 1992). Massachusetts
provides a good model for how to introduce and guide a new concept—toxics use
reduction—to its implementation. Alliances need to be formed early in the campaign
between citizen activists and the people who need to implement toxics use reduction:
Montana’s toxics users and Montana’s Department of Health and Environmental
Sciences. Working with your target audience can help shape a state regulated toxics
use reduction program that is effective. The program needs to put pressure on
Montana’s TRI reporters, as well as smaller toxics users (perhaps using different
legislative tactics). It needs to be enforceable by the agency and enforced (i.e., the
program needs to have teeth). And finally, it needs to lead to actual reductions in
toxics used and released in Montana.
In addition to working with industry and the regulatory agency, various citizen
groups need to join the campaign. Mobilize different groups by getting them to come
together and agree on the common problem of toxic pollution. Potential allies
include: citizen groups (including environmental groups whose issues range from
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wildlife to pollution, and community/social/political groups); the health community
(from public health officials to occupational health physicians, pediatricians,
pulmonologists and toxicologists); and Montana’s work force (specifically, local labor
unions representing large and small industry in Montana and their respective safety
committee members).
Building this broad-based constituency reinforces how every living and non
living organism is being exposed to toxics. Pollution does not remain contained
within specific boundaries, such as a city, or a facility site, or a waste water treatment
plant, or a smokestack’s plume. Toxic pollution can affect the health of people living
right next door to a large plant (like East Helena’s lead smelter) or next door to a dry
cleaner or a body shop. It can affect the health of people who eat fish that have been
living in contaminated waters. It can affect communities located downstream from a
large facility, whether five miles away or twenty miles, or 150 miles. And it can
affect, perhaps most directly, people working in facilities that use toxic materials.
Some epidemiological studies illustrate how air pollution indiscriminately poses
a chronic threat to the population. One study showed that communities exposed to
sulfur compounds in ambient air from neighboring pulp mills had a higher incidence
of eye, nasal, and upper respiratory irritation compared to a less polluted community
(Jaakkola, et al. 1990). Another study conducted in Alberta, Canada observed the
respiratory health of communities living downwind from a natural gas refinery that
emitted a mixture of sulfur dioxide and hydrogen sulfide compounds. Results of the
study showed that exposed children reported "significantly more persistent cough.
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phlegm, and wheezing than non-exposed, indicating a chronic effect" (Jaakkola, et al.
1990). Among a group of pulp mill workers exposed to hydrogen sulfide, methyl
mercaptan, sulfur dioxide, chlorine, and particulate, health reports showed workers
suffering from chronic wheezing and chest tightness (Kennedy, et al, 1991).

Forming coalitions with Montana *s work force
Perhaps one of the more important coalitions to establish is one between
environmentalists, public health officials, and workers. As with so many issues
relating to environmental protection or preservation, often goals being advocated by
one group are perceived to threaten the goals of another group. This divisiveness will
thwart any efforts by environmentalists or government agencies pushing for toxics use
reduction. It can also become a point of distraction, skewing the real purpose and
benefit behind toxics use reduction. Not only do prevention efforts that promote
toxics use reduction yield the environmental protection being advocated by some
citizen-based groups, they also improve the workplace environment by eliminating
toxics in the manufacturing process, and they can yield to long term savings for
industry.
Citizen groups and labor unions won a campaign that led to toxics use
reduction negotiations in Northfield, Minnesota in 1990. The target of the campaign
was Sheldahl Incorporated, a textile company that was labeled the nation’s 45th
largest industrial emitter of cancer-causing air pollutants (Settina, et al. 1991).
Citizen concern regarding the company’s emissions heightened, and the local union,
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the Amalgamated Clothing and Textile Workers Union, was worried that community
concerns would lead to a plant shut-down. In order to avoid confrontation with
citizen groups, the union included environmental demands, specifically reducing
worker exposure to methylene chloride, in its contract negotiations. The union also
invited two citizen groups to participate in the pollution negotiations with Sheldahl.
The outcome of these negotiations was an agreement from Sheldahl to reduce their
use of methylene chloride by 64% by 1992 and 90% by 1993; phase-out the chemical
entirely by 2000; and require Sheldahl to actively develop a non-toxic alternative
manufacturing process (Settina, et al. 1991).
Aside from being instrumental in pushing toxics use reduction, workers also
play an important role in implementing toxics use reduction in the workplace.
Workers have practical knowledge about the plant operations—arguably more so than
upper level management. They can offer suggestions for how to prevent pollution in
the production process, from process changes to housekeeping (eliminating fugitive
emissions from leaky valves, routine spills, or wasteful use of certain materials).
Workers are also the ones most directly affected by any changes that occur in
the workplace. The occupational impacts of toxics use reduction projects can vary:
the job becomes harder to accomplish (more labor intensive, which is the case with a
dry cleaner that switches over to a wet cleaning process); the job requires additional
skills and training (new processes are introduced); or the project has a negative
impact that was not foreseen (Catlin 1994). For instance, at a petroleum plant in
Alaska, when a citrus-based cleaner replaced an organic solvent for cleaning tools,
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workers developed skin rashes and eye irritation (Catlin 1993). Or, when a
Washington-based plant set up an in-house recycling program, it did so without
providing workers with proper material handling equipment, resulting in workers
developing back and shoulder injuries (Catlin 1993). By involving workers in the
planning process, management may be able to relieve any negative impacts that may
come about through toxics use reduction projects. Working with workers to push for
toxics use reduction in Montana ensures a program that will ultimately be of benefit
to them, reducing exposure in the work area and reducing the amount of waste
handled by workers. As Beverly Johnson remarks (GEO 1992):
Toxics use reduction should not be about losing jobs or industries leaving an
area; it should be about people coming together to devise a way to replace
hazardous production practices with safer and more healthful ones.

Utilizing the Toxic Release Inventory
The Toxic Release Inventory can be a useful tool in pushing for toxics use
reduction alternatives in Montana. In Massachusetts and Oregon, for instance, citizen
groups used the release data to put pressure on state legislators, demanding they come
up with strategies for resolving the toxic pollution problem. The PIRG groups in both
states took the initiative and designed toxics use reduction legislation and lobbied
different sectors of the population. Their statewide campaigns consisted of convincing
citizens, industry, and state legislators that reducing toxics use is environmentally
responsible and more cost-effective than managing pollution and cleaning up toxic
waste sites. In Oregon, the PIRG group calculated that the city of Corvallis can
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spend $20 million on managing one local dump, while implementing the Oregon law
would cost only $335,000 a year (Tryens, et al. undated).
The Toxic Release Inventory, also called right-to-know data, can help generate
public awareness of the toxic pollution problem, and can be the springboard for
turning that awareness into action: demanding industry and state regulators to adopt
front-end prevention strategies rather than control or manage toxic waste.
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VIII. Legislating Toxics Use Reduction In Montana

Companies in Montana are not likely to make the transition from end-of-pipe
pollution control to toxics use reduction voluntarily.' Some reasons why industry
generally does not adopt toxics use reduction voluntarily include: (1) lack of
information about alternatives; (2) claims that legally required pollution control is
sufficient, thereby eliminating the need for more aggressive activities; (3) perception
that it is cheaper to keep the status quo (end-of-pipe control) rather than spending
money on up-front investments; and (4) fear of eliminating certain products (e.g.,
chlorine bleached cardboard) (Hirschorn, et al. 1989). Therefore, if DHES wants to
help facilitate industry’s transition from end-of-pipe waste management techniques to
toxics use reduction, they should incorporate prevention practices into their regulatory
efforts.
There are many options for integrating toxics use reduction into Montana’s
regulatory program. The program could target all TRI reporters, other large quantity
generators that may be exempt from TRI reporting, and small quantity generators.
This would include approximately 246 facilities in M o n t a n a . T h e following are

*^As of spring 1994, according to the Montana Solid Waste Bureau, there are 75
large quantity hazardous waste generators (producing more than 1000 kg/month and
would include TRI reporters), and 171 small quantity generators (producing between
100 and 1,000 kg/month) (Holmes 1994).
78
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recommended strategies for incorporating toxics use reduction principles into the
state’s pollution regulatory program. Each program component has been incorporated
in at least one state program elsewhere.

Recommendations
A.

Pass an executive order.

1.

Make it statewide policy to reduce waste through toxics use reduction
initiatives.
An executive order can be an interim measure while legislative options are
researched and developed.

2.

Set a timeline for reaching numeric statewide waste reduction goal.
In addition to having a statewide policy advocating toxics use reduction, set a
numeric reduction goal that sends a message to waste generators that Montana
is serious about its commitment to reduce hazardous waste.

B.

Incorporate toxics use reduction into current regulatory efforts.

1.

Establish a toxics use reduction advisory committee.
The committee’s role will be to assist and oversee toxics use reduction
integration in DHES. The committee should be comprised of three DHES
representatives (one each from the Air Quality Bureau, Water Quality Bureau,
and Solid and Hazardous Waste Bureau), two industry representatives (one
from a large facility and one from a small business), the pollution prevention
coordinator from the Extension Service in Bozeman, an expert in toxics use
reduction, two labor representatives (again, representing large and small
industry), two representatives from the environmental community, and two
public health professionals.

2.

Require companies to draft toxics use reduction plans for their facilities.
The plan should include the following nine elements, which are commonly
found in other states’ facility-planning laws and programs (NACEPT 1992):
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a.

Policy statement of management’s support for pollution prevention, and
a schedule for meeting these goals.

b.

Statement of reduction goals, and a schedule for meeting them.

c.

Detailed description of toxic chemicals used and hazardous wastes
generated.

d.

Identification of use reduction options including: product or formulation
changes; substitution of raw materials in existing products or processes;
equipment modification; and changes in operating and maintenance
procedures.

e.

Detailed financial and technical analyses of how to apply identified
options.

f.

Detailed criteria or rationale for choosing or discarding identified
options.

g.

Detailed schedule for implementing selected options, and procedures
for measuring and monitoring progress in achieving reductions (not
release reductions, but toxic use reductions).

h.

Description of opportunities for employee involvement and training.

i.

Certification by responsible corporate officials or facility managers.

Plan summaries should be prepared annually and submitted to DHES. Plans
should be made available to the public. (A stringent trade secrets exemption
could be allowed.)
3.

Require companies to report annually on their use and release of toxic
substances.
Release data are already available for 24 Montana industries through TRI.
Also, large and small quantity hazardous waste generators are required to
maintain a log book on the amount of hazardous waste generated every month
(Administrative Rules o f Montana 16.44.415(9)), These data can be used to
tabulate year-end reports on waste generation. What is currently not reported
is the total volume and types of toxic materials used. Companies can obtain
most of this information from invoices or their inventory. Local efforts such
as the proposed Missoula aquifer protection ordinance can incorporate these
reporting requirements to facilitate data collection.
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4.

Require companies that want to aoplv for a new waste permit to consider
alternative processes that would eliminate the need for a permit.
As opposed to applying toxics use reduction alternatives only to current
production activities, the state could apply toxics use reduction criteria on
future production activities. This would include existing facilities expanding
current operations and new facilities moving to Montana who are applying for
permits for the first time.

5.

Require companies that violate a discharge permit to implement toxics use
reduction alternatives directly related to that permit violation.
Companies’ toxics use reduction plans should be used to help them identify
ways of eliminating the problem. In addition, the notice of violation should
suggest preferred toxics use reduction practices that can be applied, as well as
available resources for implementing toxics use reduction. (See Appendix E
for a copy of Massachusetts’ notice o f violation which includes this
information.)

6.

Require DHES to develop a multi-media permitting process.
Build on media-specific projects and encourage internal communication
between air, water, and land permit writers to develop a multi-media approach
for regulating industry’s toxic releases. DHES can set up a task force of
permit writers that can address a facility’s pollution output—into all waste
streams—in a comprehensive manner.

7.

Require DHES to conduct multi-media inspections.
In addition to establishing a task force of permit writers, the agency can
establish a multi-media inspection team. The team can include current
inspectors from different environmental media (air, water, land), who will
inspect the facility simultaneously for all toxic discharges. During the
inspection, the team can identify operations and compliance problems
(regardless of the affected media), and help the facility implement toxics use
reduction alternatives to address these problems.

8.

Use DHES’ on-site compliance inspections as an opportunity to identify
potentials for toxics use reduction.
The inspection team can evaluate the company’s toxics use reduction efforts
through conducting a plant-wide environmental audit. The audit would track all
the toxic materials that enter the plant, and all pollution generated throughout
the production process. Where do the chemicals go from the time they enter
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the plant to the point of their release—whether in the workplace, air, land,
water, or product?
9.

Require large toxics users to do materials accounting for measuring reductions.
Materials accounting is a useful tool for monitoring the amount of materials
that enter the product versus what enters the environment. To do this
accounting, companies can use available records, such as inventory figures,
invoices for materials purchased, product composition, and sales. New Jersey
companies use materials accounting for reporting their TRI releases every
year. The data are also used to monitor progress toward achieving New
Jersey’s 50% statewide waste reduction goal, as outlined in their Pollution
Prevention Act of 1991 (Heame, et al. 1991).

10.

Increase permit fees and disposal costs to discourage all forms of waste
disposal—whether into air, water, or onto land.
Make it cost-effective for companies not to pollute. As long as there are cheap
disposal options, there is no added incentive for companies to generate less
waste. One option proposed in Washington that could be proposed in Montana
is phasing out the use of water discharge mixing zones (Dansereau 1993).

C.

Provide companies with economic incentives f o r implementing toxics use
reduction projects.

1.

Grant tax breaks for companies investing in equipment specific to toxics use
reduction activities.
This may act as a good incentive for companies to do a major process
overhaul to eliminate a toxic material (e.g., a dry cleaner that wants to switch
to a steam cleaning operation, thereby eliminating the use of
perchloroethylene).

2.

Give companies opportunities to reduce fines through implementing additional
toxics use reduction projects.
For example, if the company is only doing improved housekeeping to reduce
toxics use (e.g., reducing spills and leaks), and the company violates its
discharge permit, the fine could be reduced if the company installs more
aggressive toxics use reduction options, such as redesigning the production
process or reformulating their products. The Air Quality Bureau would also
revisit the criteria used to grant industry supplemental environmental projects.
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If a company uses the supplemental environmental project to reduce its fine, it
should specifically be required to implement toxics use reduction projects in its
plant.

D.

Provide companies with technical know-how.

1.

Provide non-regulatory technical assistance to companies.
This is vital for promoting toxics use reduction statewide because companies
need help to make the transition from waste reduction to toxics use reduction.
There will be a growing demand for this type of technical assistance, as
companies learn of the economic and environmental benefits linked to toxics
use reduction.

2.

Establish a university-based training center.
Montana Tech, for example, could start a toxics use reduction technical
assistance program, and could coordinate this program statewide with the
Pollution Prevention Program at Montana State University. Where the
Extension Service can educate small businesses about toxics use reduction,
Montana Tech can go on-site to help companies identify plant-specific toxics
use reduction alternatives.
Universities throughout the country already play an important role in providing
technical assistance: Out of 105 pollution prevention programs nationwide,
50% provide technical assistance through university programs; and 36%
conduct toxics use reduction research and development through universities
(U.S. GAO 1994).
At Tufts University, the Department of Civil and Environmental Engineering
offers a hands-on course where a student team works with a local company to
identify toxics use reduction opportunities. Throughout the semester, the team
conducts waste audits, process flow charts, and feasibility studies. The team
concludes the project by making recommendations to the company for
implementing toxics use reduction alternatives. (See Appendix F for copy of
course syllabus.)

3.

Get environmental consulting firms to promote toxics use reduction.
There is an opportunity for consulting firms that traditionally have been in the
business of hazardous waste management to move toward toxics use reduction
consulting.
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Funding a toxics use reduction program
There are mechanisms by which DHES can generate revenue to fund a toxics
use reduction program—especially program components such as conducting on-site
visits and reviewing industry plans. Legislatively, these mechanisms already exist.
The Administrative Rules of Montana state that DHES, in its air quality
program, can require industry to pay additional permit fees to fund specific projects
(16.8.1904). Activities for which DHES may collect additional fees include emissions
or ambient monitoring, preparation of generally applicable regulations or guidance,
and emissions inventories or emissions tracking. Having the department conduct an
environmental audit could be included under this rule. The Rule further reads that
these additional fees "may be levied only on those sources of air contaminants that are
within or believed by the department to be impacting the particular geographical area"
(16.8.1904). This could include Montana industries that report to TRI, such as the
lead smelter in East Helena, the refinery in Billings, the aluminum plant in Columbia
Falls, and the pulp mill in Missoula.
Another way that DHES can generate revenue is by increasing current air
permit fees, although this will require legislative approval. Currently, the operation
fees range from $1.00/ton for nitrogen oxide and volatile organic compound emissions
to $4.00/ton for particulate, sulfur dioxide, and lead (16.8.1903). Permit fees are
even lower. They range from .60/ton for nitrogen oxide and volatile organic
compound emissions to $2.50/ton for total suspended particulate (all sizes), sulfur
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dioxide, and lead (16.8.1905), Fees should not just cover the administrative costs of
writing the permit; they should reflect the overall cost of managing industry pollution
(e.g., reviewing toxics use reduction plans, enforcing permits, and conducting plant
audits to measure reductions).
DHES can raise additional money to fund toxics use reduction activities by
assessing filing and reporting fees on those industries that will be targeted through this
program. Again, this change will need to occur through the legislature. DHES can
require all TRI reporters to pay a filing fee, as well as a fee for each chemical
released into Montana’s environment. Minnesota’s fee schedule is an example of how
to generate funds through assessing fees: $150 for each toxic chemical reported to
TRI; $500 if total toxic release is < 25,000 pounds annually; and facilities releasing
> 25,000 pounds are charged 2 cents a pound up to a maximum of $30,000. NonTRI reporters that generate > 100 kg/month of hazardous waste pay a fee of $500
(WRITAR 1991).
An additional source of money is available from ERA through its mediaspecific grant program (a funding program that provides money to state agencies to
help fund their air, water, and solid/hazardous waste programs). Some states, such as
Alaska, New York and Massachusetts are now using these media grants to coordinate
multi-media toxics use reduction activities within their regulatory agencies, including
facility planning, permitting and enforcement, and training regulatory staff (U.S. EPA
1994(b)).
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If DHES is committed to promoting toxics use reduction statewide, it should
explore all options for generating the revenue needed to successfully integrate toxics
use reduction strategies into its existing regulatory program.
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Conclusion

Since 1990, when EPA passed the Pollution Prevention Act and Massachusetts
passed the Toxics Use Reduction Act, there has been a growing realization that there
are alternatives for how industry deals with its toxic pollution. This realization stems,
in part, from a recognition that twenty years of waste reduction programs have been
an expensive and ineffective battle. It also comes from acknowledging that toxic
pollution is not something that should just be addressed once it comes out o f the
smokestack, or runs out of the waste pipe, or spills onto the land. Toxic pollution is
so pervasive in our society that we need a new way of tackling the problem, one that
addresses the problem from where it initially arises: the production process. By
reexamining the production process, companies can often identify cost effective and
environmentally beneficial alternatives.
In addition to getting companies to review their polluting operations, agencies
in charge of promoting environmental protection must adhere to one underlying
principle. Agencies must promote disease prevention as a precautionary principle,
and use this principle to guide their regulatory efforts.
Promoting disease prevention means shifting the burden of proof from those
advocating clean neighborhoods to those responsible for polluting them. The current
culture—regulatory and corporate—allows industry to use and release toxics for which
87
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limited or no toxicological data are available, until evidence shows toxics to be
harmful. Even though these data are available on a chemical’s toxic effects, industry
is often still permitted to use and release the chemical into the environment. Industry
must be required to show that its activities will not endanger the community, before it
initiates them.
Promoting disease prevention also means recognizing the limits of science. It
is not realistic to assume that science will be able to understand and predict the
cumulative and synergistic effects o f toxic exposures. Science cannot predict all
chronic effects of toxic exposures that may develop over a person’s lifetime, or over a
child’s development stages. The cultural approach that requires epidemiological proof
before restricting the discharge of a chemical contradicts the principle of disease
prevention, which advocates taking measures beforehand to prevent harm.
In addition to having regulatory agencies promote prevention, citizens must
demand clean operating industry for Montana. Polluting industries such as Ross
Management must be discouraged from locating to Montana. Using bad actor
legislation is one way to prevent industry from moving to the state after having been
driven out of another state because of its polluting practices and/or because of the
other state’s more stringent regulations. In addition, Montana’s citizens and workers
must work together to reduce community exposure to toxics. Citizens and workers
must not continually compromise their health for a job that is poisoning them—
working and living next door to a lead smelter, or a chemical plant, or a cement kiln
burning hazardous waste. Finally, citizens must put pressure on the state Department
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of Health and Environmental Sciences to not have dual concerns (e.g., environmental
and economic). As an agency charged with promoting "health" its priorities must
consist of protecting public health and not promoting company interests.
Citizens of Montana must demand that industry explore all opportunities for
reducing its reliance on toxic materials. Only then will M ontana’s communities,
landscape, rivers, and big sky be free of toxics.
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A ppendix A

List of identified state pollution prevention programs
(Source: U.S. GAO 1994.)

State

Pollution prevention program

A la b a m a

E n v iro n m e n ta l In stitu te tor W a s te M a n a g e m e n t S tu d ie s
P ollution P re v e n tio n P ro g ra m
P ro te c t R O S E ( R e c y c le d Oil S a v e s E n e rg y )

A laska

Pollution P re v e n tio n O ffice
W a s te R e d u c tio n A s s is ta n c e P ro g ra m

A rizona

W a s te M inim ization P ro g ra m

A rk a n sa s

B io m a s s R e s o u r c e R e c o v e ry P ro g ra m

C a lilo rn ia '

City of S a n F r a n c is c o C b ie f A d m in istrativ e O tfic e r's H a z a r d o u s W a s te tv la n a g e m e n r
P ro g ra m

Pollution P re v e n tio n P ro g ra m

City ot B e rk e le y T o x ic s P ro g r a m
City of Irvine E n v iro n m e n ta l A ffairs O ffice
C'fy of L o s A n g e le s H a z a r d o u s a n d Toxic M a te ria ls O ffice
C o u n ty of L o s A n g e le s P ollution P re v e n tio n P ro g r a m
City of S a n F r a n c is c o P ollution a n d H a z a r d o u s W a s te R e d u c tio n P ro g r a m
Pollution P re v e n tio n a n d P u b iic /R e g u ia io ry A s s is ta n c e P ro g ra m
S la te of C a lifo rn ia . W a s te M inim ization B ra n c fi D e p a r tm e n t of Toxic S u c s i a n c e s C o n tro l
U n iv ersity of C a lifo rn ia a t L o s A n g e le s C fie m ic a l E n g in e e rin g D e p a r tm e n t
C o lo ra d o
C o n n e c tic u t

P ollution P re v e n tio n a n d W a s te R e d u c tio n P ro g r a m
D e p a r tm e n t of E n v iro n m e n ta l P ro te c tio n
T e c tin ic a l A s s i s t a n c e P ro g ra m

D elaw a re

P ollution P re v e n tio n P ro g ra m

Florida

C e n te r lor S o lid a n d H a z a r d o u s W a s te tv ta n a g e m e n t
W a s te R e d u c tio n A s s is ta n c e P ro g ra m

G e o rg ia

H a z a r d o u s W a s te M a n a g e m e n t P ro g r a m
W a s te R e d u c tio n a n d E n v iro n m e n ta l C o m o lia n c e P ro g r a m

Haw aii

S olid a n d H a z a r d o u s w a s t e B ra n c h

id a n o

D ivision of E n v iro n m e n ta l Q uality
H a z a r d o u s M a te ria ls B u re a u

Illinois

H a z a r d o u s W a s te R e s e a r c f i a n d in fo rm atio n C e n te r
O ffice of P o llu tio n P re v e n tio n

In d ia n a

O ffice of P o llu tio n P re v e n tio n a n d T e c h n ic a l A s s is ta n c e
Pollution P re v e n tio n P ro g ra m

Iowa

C o m p r e h e n s iv e S o lid W a s te M a n a g e m e n t P la n n in g O ffice
W a s te R e d u c tio n A s s is ta n c e P ro g ra m
W a s te R e d u c tio n C e n te r
'csr: nuec;
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state

Pollution prevention program

K ansas

B u re a u of W a s te M a n a g e m e n t
G r e a t P la in s -flo c k y M o u n ta in s H a z a r d o u s S u b s t a n c e R e s e a r c h C e n te r
K a n s a s S t a te U n iv e rsity P o llution P re v e n tio n P ro g r a m

K en tu ck y

D e p a r tm e n t of E n v iro n m e n ta l P ro te c tio n

L o u isian a

A ltern ativ e T e c h n o lo g y R e s e a r c h a n d D e v e lo p m e n t O ffice

PA RTN ER S— S ta le W a s te R e d u c tio n C e n te r

O ffice of P olicy a n d P la n n in g
M aine

O ffice of P o llution P re v e n tio n
Pollution P re v e n tio n T h ro u g h U n d e r s ta n d in g a n d M a n a g in g C h e m ic a ls

W arylanO

H a z a r d o u s a n d S o lid W a s te M a n a g e m e n t A d m in istra tio n

M a s s a c h u s e tts

C e n te r for E n v iro n m e n ta l M a n a g e m e n t

T e c h n ic a l E x te n sio n S e rv ic e
O ffice of T e c h n ic a l A s s i s t a n c e for T o x ics U s e R e d u c tio n
T o.rics U s e R e d u c tio n A c t Im p le m e n ta tio n T e a m
T oxics U s e R e d u c tio n In stitu te
M ich ig an

C o o p e ra tiv e E x te n sio n S e rv ic e
O ffice of W a s te R e d u c tio n S e r v ic e s

M in n e so ta

Pollution C o n tro l A g e n c y
Pollution P re v e n tio n P ro g ra m
T e c h n ic a l A s s is ta n c e P ro g ra m

■Mississippi

C o m p r e h e n s iv e W a s te R e d u c tio n /W a s te M in im izatio n P ro g ra m

M issouri

H a z a r d o u s W a s te P ro g ra m

M o n ta n a

D e p a r tm e n t of H e a lth a n d E n v iro n m e n ta l S c i e n c e s

N eb rask a

H a z a r d o u s W a s te S e c tio n
U niversity of N e b r a s k a D e p a r tm e n t of Civil E n g in e e rin g

N evada
N ew H a m p s h ire

U niversity of N e v a d a B u s in e s s E n v iro n m e n ta l P ro g r a m
P ollution P re v e rrtio n P ro g ra m
W a s te c a p

N ew J e r s e y

O ffice of P o llu tio n P re v e n tio n

N ew M exico

M unicipal W a te r P ollution P re v e n tio n P ro g r a m

T e c h n ic a l A s s is ta n c e P ro g ra m for In d u strial P o llution P re v e n tio n

S olid W a s te B u re a u
N ew Y ork'

B u re a u of P o llution P re v e n tio n
C e n te r for W a s te R e d u c tio n T e c h n o lo g ie s
Erie C o u n ty O ffice of P ollution P re v e n tio n
Suffolk C o u n ty W a te r A uthority S o u rc e R e d u c tio n P ro g r a m
T e c h n ic a l A d v iso ry S e r v ic e s D ivision

N orth C a ro lin a

O ffice of W a s te R e d u c tio n
W e s te rn C a ro lin a U n iv ersity — P ollution P re v e n tio n P a y s P ro g ra m
(c o n tin u é e
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State

Pollution prevention program

N o n h D a k o ta

(N o p r o g r a m id e n tifie d )

O h io

C le v e la n d A d v a n c e d M a n u fa c tu rin g P ro g r a m
P o llu tio n P re v e n tio n S e c tio n , O h io EPA
P o llution P re v e n tio n T e c h n ic a l A s s is ta n c e O ffice
T h o m a s E d is o n P ro g ra m

O k la h o m a

W a s te R e d u c tio n P ro g ra m

O re g o n

H a z a r d o u s a n d S o lid W a s te R e d u c tio n D ivision

P e n n sy lv a n ia

C e n te r for H a z a r d o u s M a te ria ls R e s e a r c h
D ivision ot W a s te M inim ization a n d P la n n in g
T e c h n ic a l A s s is ta n c e P ro g ra m

A n o d e Islan d

P o llution P re v e n tio n C e n te r
P ollution P re v e n tio n P ro g ra m

S o u th C a ro lin a

C e n te r tor W a s te M inim ization

S o u th D ak o ta

W a s te M a n a g e m e n t P ro g ra m

T enn essee

U n iv ersity ot T e n n e s s e e C e n te r tor in d u stria l S e r v ic e s
W a s te R e d u c tio n A s s is ta n c e P ro g r a m

T exas

C e n te r tor H a z a r d o u s a n d S o lid W a s te S tu d ie s
H a z a r d o u s W a s te R e s e a r c h C e n te r
O ffice of P ollution P re v e n tio n a n d C o n s e r v a tio n

U tah
V erm o n t

D e p a r tm e n t o t E n v iro n m e n ta l Q uality
P ollution P re v e n tio n D ivision
S o u r c e R e d u c tio n R e s o u r c e C e n te r

V irginia

W a s te M a n a g e m e n t P ro g r a m

W a s h in g to n

To

W est Virginia

P ollulion P re v e n tio n a n d O p e n D u m p P ro g ra m

W isco n sin

O ffice of P ollution P re v e n tio n

xics

R e d u c tio n , W a s te R e d u c tio n . R e c y c lin g , a n d Litter C o n tro l P ro g ra m

S o lid a n d H a z a r d o u s w a s t e E d u c a tio n C e n te r
W y o m in g

P ollution P re v e n tio n P ro g ra m
•Calilornia an d New York su p p o rted several program s at the ctiy/couniy level T hese program s
w ere coordinated with stale governm ent and w ere m em bers of the National Roundtable of Slate
Pollution Prevention Program s
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A ppendix B

State toxics use reduction programs
(Source: U.S. GAO 1992.)

State

Date enacted

Illinois

1991
1989

Indiana

1990

Maine

1990
1989

Arizona

M assachusetts
Minnesota

1990

New Jersey
Oregon

1991
1989

Vermont
Washington

1990
1990

Source: GAO presentation of information obtained from an April 1992 nonprofit research
organization study that sum m arizes existing state pollution prevention legislation. We did not
review states' pollution prevention legislation.
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A ppendix D

Estim ated an n u al toxic a ir emissions in M issoula, M ontana
(Sources: Radian Corporation 1988; U.S. EPA 1992(c).)
ANNUAL TOXIC AIR EMISSIONS > 2 ,0 0 0 POUNDS

CHEMICAL NAME

POUNDS EMITTED PER YEAR

Styrene

2080

petroleum h y d r o c a r b o n s

3600

n ,n -d im e th y le th a n e a m in e

4420

dioctyl p h th a la te

4880

ethyl a c e t a te

5040

parafinic so lv e n t

5500

xylene

6620

trichloroethylene

8000

isopropanol

8020

d ich lo ro flu o ro m e th a n e

11440

butanol

12160

ethanol

12620

isobutanol

15540

m e th y le th y lk e to n e

20880

a c e to n e

21020

m e th y liso b u ty lk e to n e

21600

butyl a c e t a te

21840

to lu e n e

25520

chlorine dioxide

27400

p e rc h lo ro e th y len e

28180

sulfuric acid

28700

chlorine

64320

chloroform

80500

fo rm a ld e h y d e

112800

m e th a n o l

149560

mineral spirits

188500
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A ppendix E

Sam ple Notice of Violation
Commonweatth of Mossochuseîîs
Executive Office of Environmental Affairs

D e p a r tm e n t o f
E n viron m en tal P rotection
WIillftm F. W#ld
D#nl*l S.

Standard Cover Letter for All Notices of MonCompliance
Bureau of waste Prevention
Policy #BWP-04-009 (Corrected Copy 2/7/94)

Oeese„-^anton, AssiAtant Commissioner

Policy statement
Attached is the standard format for cover letters for all Notices
of NonCompliance issued by the Bureau.
The letter includes language to identify potential source reduction
opportunities (paragraph seven [7]).
This language will be used
whenever enforcement action is taken against a facility where there
may be ways of coming into compliance through the implementation of
source reduction or toxics use reduction.
Background Statement
As the Bureau of Waste Prevention increases the emphasis on waste
prevention in compliance, the need has arisen for NON language that
encourages violators to consider source reduction as a tool for
coming into compliance. A draft version of this NON cover letter
was presented in BWP FIRST training that has occurred to date and
has been in use broadly for the last two years.
It will be necessary to include this document in FIRST training,
and to make it available to all compliance and enforcement staff.
The Compliance and Enforcement Team will evaluate the use of this
document and recommend changes as necessary to ensure that source
reduction is considered whenever possible as a tool for coming into
and remaining in compliance.
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Bureau of Waste Prevention
Policy BWP-94-009
(Corrected Copy) Issued 2/07/94
ATTACHMENT
CERTIFIED

RE:

(Name of Entity)
(Mailing Address of Entity)
(City, Town, and Zip Code of Entity)
ATTN:(Name of Individual)

BWP - Worcester
Noncompliance with M.G.L.
Chapters
and 310 CMR
# MAD #___________
hazardous waste
classification__
# SR #___________
air quality
classification
• NPDES or MA#____________
wastewater
classification__________
• DEP Facility ID #_______
large quantity toxics user
• MA Sewer Connect#

RE: NOTICE OF NONCOMPLIANCE
THIS IS AN IMPORTANT NOTICE. FAILURE TO TAKE ADEQUATE ACTION IN
RESPONSE TO THE NOTICE COULD RESULT IN SERIOUS LEGAL CONSEQUENCES.
Dear (Name of Individual)
Department personnel have observed that on (date)(activity)
occurred at your facility located on No Way in Worcester,
Massachusetts, in noncompliance with one or more laws, regulations,
orders, licenses, permits, or, approvals enforced by the Department.
Attached is a written description of (1) each activity
referred to above, (2) the requirements violated, (3) the action
the Department now wants you to take, and (4) the deadline for
taking such action.
If you fail to take any action the Department now wants you
to take by the prescribed deadline, or if you otherwise fail to
comply in the future with requirements applicable to you, you could
be subject to legal action.
Such action could include criminal
prosecution, court-imposed civil penalties, or civil administrative
penalties assessed by the Department.
An administrative penalty
may be assessed for every day from now on that you are in
noncompliance with the requirements described in this Notice of
Noncompliance. {Use the following language only if the NON includes
failure to pay a Toxics Use Reduction Fee: Additionally, failure to
Page 2 of 4
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Bur««u of W*#t* Provontion
Policy BWP-94-009
(Corroctod Copy) Issuod 2/07/94
pay toxics use fees could result in referral of this matter to the
Attorney General's office and/or legal action taken by the Attorney
General's office on behalf of this Department.}
Notwithstanding this Notice of Noncompliance, the Depart
ment reserves the right to exercise the full extent of its legal
authority in order to obtain full compliance with all applicable
requirements, including, but not limited to, criminal prosecution,
civil action including court-imposed civil penalties, or adminis
trative penalties assessed by the Department.
SOURCE REDUCTION OPPORTUNITIES
You may be able to reduce environmentally driven costs and
possibly reduce the regulatory requirements and fees applied to your
firm if you eliminate or reduce the use of toxic materials or other
inputs, or the generation of wastes through decreased chemical use or
increased process efficiency.
As a result, you may save money and
improve qpiality and productivity.
While inspecting your facility. Department personnel observed
potential source reduction opportunities associated with your
operation(s) .
this
(these)

Source reduction options you may want to evaluate for
operation (s) include
but
are
not
limited
to
. It

possible that implementation of source reduction options may correct
___________________ ________
violations
associated
with
your
op»eration(s) . Changes to your process could alter the requirements,
including notification (and/or permitting) requirements, imposed on
you by any of the laws and regulations that the Department enforces.
Moreover, tracking annual usage of each toxic substance or other
input, if you are not already doing so, may lead to identification of
additional source reduction opportunities.
For further information on source reduction of toxic and other
waste you may contact:
• the Office of Technical Assistance (617-727-3260) for r u s ,
COMFIDXllTIAIi technical assistance including on-site assessments,
financial evaluations, the handbook "The Practical Guide to
Toxics Use Reduction", and other resources.

Page 3 of 4
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Bureau of Waste Prevention
Policy BWP-94-009
(Corrected Copy) Issued 2/07/94
# the Toxics Use Reduction Institute (508-934-3262)
for certified "Toxics Use Reduction Planners".

for courses

# DEP's Toxics Use Reduction Implementation Team (617-292-5870)
for guidance material on the Toxics Use Reduction Act
requirements.
If you have any questions regarding this matter, please contact
________________ i_________ of this office at (###) ###-####.
Very truly yours.
DATE;
Regional Engineer
Bureau of Waste Prevention
enclosure
cc: __________________ ,Board of Health
__________________ ,Publicly Owned Treatment Works
Robert Bois, CE, DEP Boston
__________________ , USEPA (If joint inspection)
__________________ , Regional Contact Person, OTA, EOEA, Boston

Page 4 of 4
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Appendix F

Tufts University course syllabus

CE-194J Pollution Prevention
Instructor: Dr. Robert B. Pojasek

Spring 1993

COURSE DESCRIPTION
This course focuses on the interface between manufacturing and the environment. By
manufacturing a product more efficiently, there will be less losses to the environment.
Pollution prevention exam ines how a manufacturing firm can m ove away from end*of-thepipe pollution controls as the only means o f com plying with stringent regulations. A
process perspective is necessary to gain an understanding o f chem icals use and process
losses. Information presented in the course will provide a basis for developing and im ple
menting techniques to reduce these losses at the source.
This is a "hands on" course where the student will learn by actually working on a pollution
prevention project. In lieu o f a final examination, the student w ill work in a small group
to evaluate a designated facility which manufacturers paints, adhesives, or coatings (i.e., the
industry classification chosen as the focus for this sem ester’s course). Together they will
prepare process flow diagrams, materials accounting summaries, description o f all o f the
opportunities for pollution prevention, and a rank ordering o f these opportunities. Each
student in the group w ill then research one o f the primary opportunities, conduct a feasibility
study, and make recommendations for implementation.
In order to leam how pollution prevention programs are planned and implemented, each
student will work in another small group to evaluate a designated firm ’s actual program.
A confidentiality agreement will be negotiated in each case before the work is com m enced.
Each program will be evaluated in terms o f the culture o f that firm and not by comparing
it to other firm s’ programs. The group will write a report describing the program and
making recommendations to improve it. Each student will prepare an individual critical
review of the program.

COURSE SCHEDULE
1.

January 25. 1993

INTRODUCTION TO POLLUTION PREVENTION

Without dw elling extensively on the terminology and definitional problems that
currently exist in this emerging field, some generic pollution prevention concepts will be
presented. These concepts w ill include chemical use cycles, the waste management hier
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archy, sustainable developm ent and the theories o f loss control. Incentives and dis
incentives to the use o f pollution prevention practices in industry w ill be examined along
with pressures that have been brought to bear to induce facilities to place these practices in
place. No attempt will be made to exam ine specific pollution prevention legislation or regu
lations.
2.

February 1, 1993

M A N UFACTURING A N D M ANAG EM ENT

Emphasis in this course is placed on pollution prevention in manufacturing. All
manufacturing categories have com m onalities which, when recognized, allow the pollution
prevention practioner to apply the concepts described in the previous section without regard
to the type o f firm. Besides exam ining manufacturing, the manner in which manufacturing
is managed is a key to the successful implementation o f pollution prevention. Analogous
management programs (such as total quality management, just-in-tim e, and computer inte
grated manufacturing) will be discussed along with a m odel for manufacturing for com peti
tive advantage.
3.

Februaiy 8, 1993

CORPORATE POLLUTION PREVENTION PROGRAMS

One o f the term papers will have the student explore how com panies plan, operate,
and sustain pollution prevention programs. An important key to a successful program is the
recognition o f the corporate culture. At various levels in the firm, this culture can vary
somewhat depending on whether one looks at the corporate organization, business units/
divisions, facilities or departments in the facilities. There is also the issue o f the impact o f
suppliers and customers in formulating a workable program to enhance com petitiveness o f
the operation. Analogous programs such as total predictive maintenance w ill be examined
to see how lessons learned will be applicable to pollution prevention programs.
4.

February 17. 1993 MAPPING A M ANUFACTURING PROCESS OR OPERATION
(W ednesday)

Mapping is utilized to help develop a picture o f the process or operation being
examined. R esolving the differences between the way different people see the process and
what is actually happening is a valuable activity. A variety o f mapping and other visuali
zation techniques will be evaluated along with analogies to road maps and electrical schem a
tic diagrams. U sing process flow diagrams to help understand process functionality is at the
heart o f the descriptive approach to pollution prevention assessm ents. A variety o f exercises
will be utilized to develop suitable map preparation skills.
5.

February 22, 1993

CO NDUCTING A FACILITY A SSESSM EN T

To conduct a successful pollution prevention assessm ent one must leam to becom e
a good EXPLORER. U tilizing prescriptive tools (i.e., checklists, worksheets, and question
naires) for conducting assessm ents have many problems associated with them. Process flow
diagrams and materials accounting must be an important com ponent o f the assessm ent. The
difference between materials accounting and materials balances will be explained. It is
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important that the facility assessm ent identify all the losses from the operations or process
steps. All ancillary and intermittent operations must be identified and incorporated into the
assessment.
6.

March I. 1993

IDEA TOOL BOX

Total quality m anagem ent and other management programs em ploy a number o f tools
to define and understand the problems as w ell as to gather information for the feasibility
study. Every loss identified in the assessm ent is an opportunity not to have the loss. To
describe the opportunity and to qualify which opportunities are m ost important, a variety o f
tools can be utilized. They include: brainstorming, story boarding, mind mapping, cause and
effect diagrams, Pareto process, root cause analysis and com puterized simulation models.
Examples will be utilized from process equipment cleaning and chem ical transfer/mixing
operations.
7.

March 8, 1993

A N A LY ZIN G INFORM ATION

An ARTIST takes information gathered from the assessm ent and draws pictures with
it. Graphical techniques w ill be utilized to present the data from the above steps. If the
pollution prevention practitioner can utilize the tool box to discover trends and get at the
root cause o f the problems, they can begin to derive alternatives for each primary oppor
tunity and develop the information necessary for screening and evaluation which takes place
in the feasibility study. A bove all, one must resist the search for the "right" answer.
8.

March 15, 1993

THE FEASIBILITY STU D Y

Conducting the feasibility study is like being a JUDGE. Considering the specifics in
each case is important. Criteria for screening alternatives w ill include effectiveness, implementability and cost. A more detailed analysis o f the primary alternatives will consider
engineering, econom ics and institutional considerations. The need for bench and pilot
testing must be determined at this time. All this activity will help establish a successful
implementation program.
-SPRING BREAKThis break provides an opportunity to work on the term papers. Four lectures will be given
over the next two w eeks to fam iliarize the student with the major categories o f alternatives
that are often considered in a pollution prevention feasibility study.
9.

March 29, 1993

OPERATING PRACTICES/MATERIALS SUBSTITUTION

Good operating practices are often referred to as the "low hanging fruit" o f pollution
prevention. These are the easiest alternatives to im plem ent and may often lead to the largest
increments o f reduction. Materials substitution is m ost frequently utilized by industry to
move from listed regulated materials to unlisted materials. There are many cases where the
substitute has either shifted the m edia into which the loss was transferred or was later
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deem ed toxic after more detailed tests were conducted. Dem aterialization is another form
or materials substitution that w ill be covered. TERM PAPER ON company p2 PROGRAM

DUE.
10.

April 5. 1993

TECHNOLOGY/RECYCLE-REUSE-RECOVER

Technology can range from equipment m odification and process automation to quan
tum leaps in the manner in which an item is manufactured. Industrial ecology is a term
used to exam ine the concept o f recycling. There is often an overlap between recycling and
treatment. Each o f these considerations occupy a low er status on the waste management
hierarchy covered in the first class. Sham recycling and off-site operations will be examined
along with the practice o f waste exchange.
11.

April 12, 1993

IMPLEMENTATION

Implementing the primary alternative selected in the feasibility study is often like
being a good WARRIOR.
Instead o f fighting to get som ething implemented, teamwork,
program integration and a good feasibility study should help facilitate project and program
implementation.
12.

April 19, 1993

No Class

This break w ill provide an opportunity to com plete the pollution prevention projects
which are DUE at the next class.
13.

A pnl 26. 1993

DESIGN FOR X

It is always preferable to design pollution prevention into new processes and
products. The X can stand for the follow ing terms: environment, recyclability, disassembly,
remanufacturability, reliability, durability, waste m inim ization, etc. These terms have been
in use for a long time and are all related to one another. Life cycle analysis o f products is
also an old tool which has taken on new meaning by including environmental impacts o f
operations from the extraction o f the raw materials to the ultimate disposition o f the final
product. This analysis can utilize the descriptive approach developed in this course and
need not be prescriptive, term paper on pollution prevention projects due.
14.

May 3, 1993

COURSE W RAP-UP

Each o f the important lessons learned about the manufacture o f paints, adhesives and
coatings will be utilized to design the coatings manufacturing facility o f the future.
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COURSE INFORMATION
T extbooks. There are four texts; "A Kick in the Seat o f the Pants" by Roger von Oeck
(ISB N 0-06-096024-8 pbk.); "21st Century Manufacturing" by Thomas G. Gunn (ISBN 088730-546-6); "Facility Pollution Prevention Guide", E PA /600/R -92/088. 1992; and "Guides
to Pollution Prevention-The Paint Manufacturing Industry," EPA/625/7-90/(X)5, 1990,
Additional reading materials w ill be handed out each w eek in class along with the hom e
work assignments.
Reserve Reading.
There w ill be materials placed each w eek in the reserve reading
location o f the departmental library. Usually these materials w ill provide supplementary
information.
Hom ework. Homework must be com pleted by the start o f each class. All homework must
be TYPED with adequate spacing to make written com m ents in the class and by the
instructor. It w ill be discussed in the class and collected with com m ents written by the
student as a result o f the class discussion.
Grading.

Each student w ill receive a letter grade based on the follow ing components:
1.

Pollution Prevention Project-Term Paper = 40%
Group Report = 25% o f grade
Individual Report = 75% o f grade

2.

Critical Review o f Corporate Program = 30%
Group Report = 33% o f grade
Individual Report = 67% o f grade

3.

Homework: Approx. six assignments = 20%

4.

Classroom Participation = 10%

Class Schedule.
Each class will begin promptly at 6:30 p.m. on the dates indicated
above and w ill end at 9 p.m.
O ffice Hours.
Dr. Pojasek will be available one hour before every class, i.e., 5:30 to
6:30 p.m. He is also available by appointment and by telephone during the normal business
day at the follow ing location: GEI Consultants, Inc.; 1021 Main Street; Winchester. M A
01890 (617) 721-4097 (voice mail). His fax number is (617) 721-4073.
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